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MINIATURE FIGURINES LTD
1-5 GRAHAM RD, SOUTHAMPTON Tel:20855

THE ARMIES & ENEMIES OF IMPERIAL ROME 25mm Range

CAVALRY (Price Series O)

IRC 25 Late Republican/Augustan Cavalry
26 Auxiliary Cavalry Early/Mid 1st Cent. A.D.
27 Auxiliary Cavalry Early/Mid 1st Cent. A.D.
28 Auxiliary Cavalry Late Ist/Early 2nd Cent. A.D.
29 Auxiliary Cavalry Early/Mid 3rd Cent. A.D.
30 Equites Singularis 2nd Cent. A.D.
31 Heavy Cavalry Late 2nd/Mid 3rd Cent. A.D.
32 Light Cavalry Mid 3rd/5th Cent. A.D. (Scutarius)
33 Light Cavalry Mid 3rd/5th Cent. A.D. (Promoti)
34 Medium Cavalry Late 2nd/5th Cent. A.D.
35 Heavy Cavalry Late 3rd/5th Cent. A.D.
46 Byzantine Heavy Cavalry 6th Cent. A.D.
48 Byzantine Light Cavalry
49 Byzantine Horse Archer
52 North Gaulish Cavalry
59 British Light Cavalry
60 British Light Cavalry
66 German Cavalry

IRC 67 Parthian Horse Archer
68 Parthian Cataphract
74 Sarmation Cavalry
82 Pictish Medium Cavalry
85 Pictish Medium Cavalry
99 Gothic Medium Cavalry
100 Goth/Vandal Heavy Cavalry
101 Hun Light Cavalry
103 Palmyran Cataphract
104 Palmyran Regular Light Cavalry
105 Palmyran Irregular Cavalry
106 Palmyran Camelman
107 Sassanid Light Cavalry
108 Sassanid Clibanarius

109 Sassanid Cataphract
114 Blemye Cavalry
128 Equites Singularis 2nd Cent. A.D. (Spear Upright)
133 Hun Archer

145 Parthian Armoured Camelman

CAVALRY OFFICERS/STANDARDS (Price Series 1)

IRC 39 Cavalry Officer 1st/3rd Cent. A.D.
124 Roman Cavalry Standard Bearer
125 Byzantine Cavalry Officer/Standard Bearer
126 Gallic Officer/Standard Bearer
127 British Chieftain

129 Sarmation Officer/Standard Bearer

IRC 132 Gothic Officer/Standard Bearer
134 Palmyran Officer/Standard Bearer
135 Sassanid Officer/Standard Bearer
136 Armenian Officer/Standard Bearer
138 Hun Chieftain/Standard Bearer

WESTERN GUN FIGHTERS — 25mm (Price Series O)

GF 1 Professional T\Afo Gun Killer
2 Gunman

3 Gambler

4 Sheriff

5 Drunk

6 Cowboy

Mexican Sleeping
Doctor

Halfbreed

Bartender with Shotgun
Saloon Girl

Church Lady
Cow Girl

Sod Buster

PRICES 25mm MODELS
FOOT, RIDER Price Series O 12p
HORSE Price Series 1 18p
gun from35p
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OUR SHOP IS STILL AT

34 NORTHAM ROAD
SOUTHAMPTON
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THE
VALLEY

OF THE FOUR WINDS

A NEW FANTASY CONCEPT
DEVISED AND DESIGNED BY

DICK "MICHAELANGELO" HIGGS

POSTAGE INLAND
UptoEl 20p
Plus each £1 or part to £9 10P
Thereafter each £1 or part -Sp

IN LONDON VISIT

MINIFIGS SKYTREX
13 GILLINGHAM STREET

(Near Victoria Station)



HINCHLIFFE MODELS LTD.
MELTHAM, HUDDERSFIELD, ENGLAND HD7 3NX

MANUFACTURERS OF FINE CAST MODELS

LICENSED MANUFACTURERS OF: HERITAGE U.S.A. DER KRIEGSPIELER U.S.A. BUGLE & GUIDON U.S.A.

VALIANT U.S.A.. SOLE IMPORTERS LABAYEN.

'^liantD

cTVIiniatureg
(54mm Collectors Figures)

MAY 1978 RELEASES stardate:3DaD

9052 Phantom VB Assault Ship

9822

Geronimo £2.50

Valiant Miniature Releases
Collectors Figures
9732 French Line infantryman 1813 £2.50
9734 Russo-German Jager 1813 £2.50
9753 Nordic Barbarian Warrior £2.50

Fighting Sail 1:2000 (90p/pack)
9005 18 gun Brig of war (3)
9006 16 gun Schooner (3)

Next Months Releases
Heritage Fantasy (£1.05/pack)

Centaur Firing Bow

1328 aE I

9801

WyattEarp £2.50
9802

Ooc Hoiiiday £2.50
9728

31st Mountain Artiiiery Battery
Gunner, India £2.50

Stardate 3000 (90p/pack)
9055 Draco Class Destroyer (2)
9056 Aries Class Escort Cruiser (1)

9057 Perseus Class Cruiser (1)

9063 Small movements stands (9)

9064 Large movement stands (6)

THE AMERICAN

CONNECTION!
Bringing many new,
exciting models on the
U.K. market. AH available

through your local
HinchUffe stockist.

DER KRIEGSPIELER FANTASY
Northern Goblins and standardand standard

Japanese Ogre with

Hooked Glaive

k  1325

1412 Wild Wolves

Trolls of Evil Disposition
1420 River Trolls

1421 Mountain Trolls

Wild Hill Men

1425 Dumblings with spears
and swords

Elves of Fair Countenance

1460 Wood elf archer firing
and with spears

1461 Wood elf archers
notching bow and
with spears

Little People
1466 Townspeople
1467 Warriors with weapons

Gobbles and Boogers
1479 Sparta Troll
1480 Hairy-Nude Thing

Men of Goodly Nature
1481 Citadel Guards with

spears and swords
1^2 Archers of Leb

1486 Axemen of Lossar

1487 Swordsmen of Pinngel
1489 Fishermen with trident

1495 Guards and rangers
command

Southerners

1426 Hareds with spears and
bows

1429 Hareds mounted with

scihDitars

1437 Men of-far with whips
& swords

Easterners

1439 Men of ruin with axes

Special Personality Sets
1448 The companions

Allies of goodly men
1500 Shadow host with

spears and sword

1501 Shadow host mounted
with lance

1506 Marksmen with javelins
and swords

Game Playing Pieces
1510 Cleric, thief, dwarf and

little people

9054 Alien "Vampire" Interceptor

Valiant Miniatures

c35=.90mm

Hinch/iffe additions to range. 25 mm

Renaissance (RE) Renaissance Ca

RE33 Landsknechts Halderdier REC21 Stradlot
marching French Napoleo

RE34 Landsknechts gunner FNC56 Line Dra
with bucket and powder compan

.  . FNC57 Line DraRE35 Polish dismounted compan
Dragoon

Renaissance Cavalry (REC) Ancient Indian (lA)
REC21 Stradlot IAS Officer

French Napoleonic (FNC) English Civil War (ECW)
FNC56 Line Dragoon elite ECW24 Artilleryman with

company trooper rammer

FNC57 Line Dragoon eiite
company officer i AnAvcMiui

LABAYEN 54mm

HERITAGE 15mm
Germans (European)

7000 Firing
7001 Attacking
7002 Light weapons
7003 Weapons
7004 Heavy weapons

World War II
Americans I European)

7005 Coinmand 7030 Firing
7217 PzKW35stLT 7032 Light weapons
7266 M3A1 Scout car 7033 Weapons

7269 M29CAmphib Weasel 7034 Heavy weapons

7035 Command

7222 Sdkfz251/22HT

7281 Univ. Carrier

7284 Cromwell IV

7285 Covenanter

COLLECTORS

FIGURES

Full range of
Napoleonic
available.

soii'lTi m

9831 Rommel £4.59

Next month

more releases in
all these ranges
— plus others.

HinchHffe Handbook£2.50 plus 30p p£tp. Fuiiprice Iist20p plus 9p p&p.

Have you tried our direct mail order service? We deliver goods — not credit notesi



METAL

MINIATURES

23 GROVE ROAD

LEIGHTON BUZZARD

BEDS. LU7 8SF

ANNOUNCES.

N6W Rangss of 20ini'i, W.W.II Figuirss,

British, U.S.A. & German.

ALSO

25mm. GAULS, Redesigned SAXONS.

" DRAGON MINIATURES"

15 Science Fiction Figures with space ship.

Asterix Obelix & friends -
Based on these well known characters.

Catalogues 20p. From Mail Order OfficSo

20mm. Figures lOp. & IIP.
25mm. Figures lip Foot
25mm. Figures 26p Cavalry.

20p Science Fiction.

54mm. Figures £1-50.

\

FK3URES



NOTTINGtiAH MGGEL SGLMEC SECP

POSTAGE

10% UP TO £10.

5% OVER £10.

40% SEAMAIL.

S.AE FOR FULL LISTS

ACCESS ACCEPTED

7W0LLAT0NSTREET

NOTTINGHAM.

Telephone: Nottm. 43457

"Oamson" Sword & Sorcory
Rango
SS
1  Barbarian on Foot
2  /Vhite Magician
3  Shim Guard
4  Northman with Mace
5  Troll
6  Frost Giant**
7  Northman Archer
8  Northman.with Spear
9  Northman with Axes
10 Northman Standard Bearer
11 SnowApe**
|I2 Demon
13 Winged Demon**
14 Vanha Spearman
15 Hawkman**
16 Two-headed Troll Giant **
17 Oriental Giant**
18 Winged Serpent**
T9 Bosnian Archer
20 Aquiland Pikeman
21 Aquiland infantryman
22 Aquiland Standard Bearer
23 Dark Legion
24M Aquiland Knight with Spear*
25M Aquiland Black Guard with

Spear*
26M Aquiland Standard Bearer*
27 Nimidian Archer
28 Nimidian Infantryman
29 Nimidian Royal Guard
30 Nimidian Standard Bearer
31M Nimidian Knight with Spear*
32M Nimidiah Guard with Spear*
*3M Nimidian Standard Bearer*
.4 Corinthian Infantryman
35M Hyrkan Horse Archer*

36 Pict Infantryman
37M Hyrkanian Horse Archer*
38 Shemite Archer
39 Stygian Infantry with Pike
40 Stygian Archer
41 Stygian Standard Bearer
42 Tarun Immortal
44 TarunArcher

45 Tarun Standard Bearer
46M Tarun HeavyCavalry*
47M Tarun Horse Archer*
48M Tarun Standard Bearer*
49 Vanha Infantry with Pike
50 Vanha Archer
51 Vanha Guard with Spear
52 Vanha Standard Bearer
53 Order of the Pale Hand
54 Wizard of the Dark Ring
55 Druid
56 Priest of the Matri
57 Follower of Set
58M Barbarian Hero*
59 Queen with Tiger**
60M Mounted King*
61 Enchantress
62 Royal Attendant with Fan
63 Royal Attendant with Vase
64 Nude Female Temple Dancer
65 Griffon***
66 Centaur**
67M HykanCavalrywithGlaive*
68M Vanha Mounted Swordsman*
69M Queen mounted on Tiger*
70 Tree Spirit —Ent.***
71 Ore Chief with Standard
72 Armoured Ore with Glaive
73 Arrgoured Ore with Mace
7 4 Armoured Frost Giant**
76 FemaleCentaurwithBow**
77 Man Ore, Armoured Bearjng Axe
78 ManOrc, Armoured, Bearing

Glaive
79 Wood Elf with Bow
80 HighElfwithSpear ( /j

WOOOblTwltnUOW

GARRISON
Ghaznavid Turks 10th C

GH1 Officer
GH2 Standard Bearer
GH3 Dayiami Light Javelinman
GH4 Crossbowman
GH5 Arab Archer Kneeling
GH6 Arab Archer Standing
GH7 Arab Slinger
GH8 Arab Infantry
GH9 Heavy Infantryman

Mongols (11-12th 0.)
Ml Korean Auxiliary Unarmoured
M2 Korean Auxiliary Armoured
M3 Mlautse Spearman
M4 Officer
M5 Chinese Auxiliary Archer
MC1 Cavalry with lance, armoured hse*
MC2 Cavalry firing bow**
MC3 Cavalry with javelin**
MC4 UighurLt. Cav."
MC5 Camel War Drummer**
MC6 Khan"
MC7 Sangmiau Crossbow Cavalry**
MC8 Sangmiau Spear Cavalry**

Sung Chinese (11-12th C.)
01 Infantry Officer
C2 Standard Bearer
C3 Armoured Spearman
C4 Armoured Spearman attacking
IC5 Light Spearman
IC6 Light Archer
1C7 Light Crossbowman
ICC1 Cavalry Officer**
ICC2 Cavalry StandardBearer**
ICC3 Heavy Cavalryman**
ICC4 Light Cavalryman**
ICS1 Dart Firing Catapult

(with Pack Camel}**
ICS2 Rocket Launcher

(with Pack Camel)**
ICS3 Supply Cart***
ICS4 Pack Camel

(Suitable for all periods)***

Startroopers
STS1 Trooper in Powered Battle

Armour**

ST2 Trooper in Personal Armour
Kneeling

ST3 Unarmoured Trooper
ST4 Star Raider (Alien)
ST5 Humanoid Alien Warrior
STS6 Arachold Warrior-^ 3^/""
ST7 Cyborg Warrior '
STS8 Robot Fighting Machine*^
ST9 Black Starlord (i
ST10 White Starknight
ST11 Young Hero
ST12 Humanoid Robot
ST13 Robot
STi4 Space Pirate Captain
ST15 Space Pirate with Missile Launcher
ST16 Space Pirate with Pulse Rifle
ST17 Armoured Trooper Advancing
ST18 Captain of Troopers
STS19 Space Pirate

In Powered Armour**" a
STS20 - Laser Cannon on mobil^/'3'>

mount with Crevs^**" ^
STS21 Humanoid Robot with Jet Pack**

RULES & PUBLICATIONS
Army Lists for the Ancient Rules 70p
Armies & Enemies of Ancient ^
Egypt £r Assyria .<?.V. S .

Armies £r Enemies of Ancient China j,.ii3.50
Armies of the Greek B Persian Wars . Hi.TO

Armies of the Macedonian & Punic Wars ... .^£1.80
Armies £r Enemies of imperial Rome.. .tStfO
Armies of the Dark Ages £3.50.
Armies of Feudal Europe 1066-1300 £4.00
Wargames Campaigns £1.85
Avaion Hill General £1.25

Armies of the Crusades (Osprey) £2.25
English Civil War lAlrfix Guide! £1.60:
Napoleonic (Airfix Guide) £1.60
The UK Wargamer £2.25
White Dwarf No. 3 50p
White Dwarf No. 5 50p
Trollcrusher (D £r D) 60p

Reaper (Fantasy Rules) £2.00

MINI-FIGS.

(Full list available)
DWARVES (DWF)
1 With Ox-Tongued Partizan
2 Swinging One-Handed Pick
3 Firing Light Crossbow
4 With Handaxe

5 Swinging 2-Handed Axe
6 With Spear . n
7 With Flanged Mace (q
8 Swinging Military Pick /
9 Firing Heavy Crossbow u
10 With 2-Handed Axe
11 King Holding Rod
12 Blowing Warhorn
13 Noble with 2-Headed Mattock
14 Guard with Bec-de-Corbin

K080LDS (KU - strips of 2
1 With Short Javelins
2 With Spiked Maces
3 With Axes P
4 With Swords y
-5 With Glaive-Headed Spears
HOBBiTS (HOB) - strips of 2
1 With Slings
2 With Bows

3 With Swords ^ A yn
4 With Spears cK JP
5 With Hand Axes jr

ASGARD FANTASY
NEW RELEASES - HAVE TO BE SEEN TO BE BELIEVED -F

McEWAN MINIATURES

FC2 S4ounted Adventuress M01 Red Dragon £1.25
(to ride Unicorn) 15p M02 True Troll 50p

W7 Fat ManueKMexicen M03 Webfooted Everet 40p
Bandit) .' 15p M04 Stone Troll 30p
Table 20p MOB Black Dragon £1.10

FM25 The Silent Shambler M05a Giant Lizard 80p
(Halloween Goblin) 65p M07 Jackal lOp

FM25 GiantSnake 15p Mo13 Blue Dragon £1.10
FM26 Elite Skeleton MOM Ogre 45p

Guardsman 20p M014a Another Ogre 45p
FM27 Paladin's Horse 45p M016 Flying Eye 25p
SD4 Giant Hunting Lizard £1.70 M017 Female Ghoul lOp
FB6 Champion of Chaos 25p M019 Lizard Woman 18p
FB7 The Great Gaddazsar M019a Winged Lizard Woman 2Sp

— Demigod Sorceror 35p MO20 Mermaid Swimming lOp
FC3 Mounted Mighty Thewed MO20a Mermaid Seated lOp

Barbarian (to ride FM27I 20p M021 Merman Swimming lOp
SF1 Saurian Rider in Power M022 One Eyed Ogre 25p

Armour with Hunting M023 Werewolf 12p
Eiaster (to ride SD4) 25p M023a Werewolf Attacking 12p

SF2 Three-piece Hydroiic Saddle M026 Troiiwife 12p
ItofitSFI -f SD4) 25p AS1 Throne of Xicon 40p

FM5 Dragon £1.20 AS2 Treasure Chest with Lid 2Sp
AS3 Table ..25p

McEWAN MINIATURES AS25 Dungeon Door 25p
FF7 Wraith 15p AS26 Gates of the Dungeon £1.20
FF41 Denehian Slime Devil 45p AS27 Ornate Column ( 35p

^ j

c/h/Fh^Y ^
84 Horned Lizard 9" long** _ L
85 Two-beaded Serpent** „ ''ja.
89 Zanglran Archer X' yt
90 ZangiranHeavylnfantry ^

Lord of Chaos mounted on Hell Horse . 65p
Dwarf (two-handed axe or hammer)... 16p
Dwarf attacking (axe or hammer) 15p
Dwarf Thief or Light Infantryman
(sword or spear) 15p
Dwarf (spear or two-handed axe) 15p
Dwarf Standard Bearer 24p
Dwarf Crossbowman or Handgunner
(crossbow or handgun) 15p
Dwarf Haibardler (assorted polearms) . 15p
Dwarf Standard Bearer 24p
Dwarf in Full Mail (sword or hammer).. ISp
Old Wizard (staff) 18p.
Fighting Bishop (mace, flail or hammer) 18p
Young Wizard (dagger) 18p
Warrior Priest (mace, flail or hammer) . 18p
Thief (sword or dagger) 18p
Fat Warrior 18p
Northern Barbarian 18p
Chaos Doomguard 20p
Dismounted Lord of Chaos 30p
Warrior of Chaos 18p

Mighty Thewed Barbarian IBp
Troll (hammer or club) 3^
Ogre (hammer or club) 35p
Gigantic Rat 3^
Were Rat ..
Giant Rat 9p
Golem 15p
Gargoyle
Harpy 3Sp
Giant Bat 15p
Salamander Mp
Cockatrice .... * 35p
Owl-Bear 4^
Spectre.. 18p
Minataur \ .....46p
Unicorn .24p
Basilisk 36p
Skeleton Warrior

Storm Giant £24)5
Sacrificial Tree 46p

I Female Victim for FM20 12p



SKYTREX LTD
B

Microtanks 1/300th Modern 9p each

BRITAIN
DMB3 Chieftain (rotating turret)
DM85 Centurion Mk 13

(rotating turret)
DMB5 Centurion AVRE
DMB6 Chieftain Bridgelayer 20p
DMB11 Scorpion
DMB14 Scimitar

DMB22 Fox Armoured Car
DMB23 Saladin Armoured Car
DMB24 Saracen ARC
DMB26 Spartan ARC
DMB27 Striker with Swingfire AT

missiles

DMB30 Abbot SRG
DMB34 FV432 with Rarden Cannon
DMB35 FV438 with Swingfire AT

missiles

DMB36 V2 ton Land Rover'
DMB37 Stalwart Amphibious Truck
DMB38 Land Rover LWB % ton
DMB39 Land Rover 1 ton Truck
DMB40 Bedford 4 ton truck (4x4)
DMB41 Bedford MK. 4 ton Truck (4x4)
DMB42 Stalwart Fuel Carrier
DMB50 FV432 with Wombat AT Gun
DMB51 FV432 with 81mm Mortar

DMB52 Rapier AA Launcher on
tracked chassis

DMB53 Cymberiine Mortar Locator
Unit

NEW mooth
AMERICAN WW2

DIAMOND r

TANK TRANSPORTER 20p

WARSAW PACT
T70MBT(1976)N ^3^,

T62 \pj7g / rotating
ZSU57/SRAA I
T54

BTReOpRB ARC
BTR40p with Swatter Missiles
BMP76RB ARC
BTR50 ARC
SAM 6. Tracked AA Rocket
Launcher

SAM 9, Low Level AA Rocket
Launcher

122mm S.R. Gun (1976)
UAZ 469 Jeep
BRDM-2 Armoured Car
BRDM-2 with Sagger AT
Missiles

T55 Dozer

T55 Mine Clearer

BM21 Rocket Launcher
ZSU 23-4 SPAA
URAL 375D 4V2 ton Truck
(6x6)
T55 A.R.V.

URAL (6x6) Refuelling Truck

GERMAN

DMG5 Leopard 2AV
DMG6 Leopard A1
DMG20 Jagdpz Kanone
DMG28 Jagd. Panzer Rakote
DMG29 MarderA.R.C.

M48A2 I pach with

MsSw / rotating turret
M60 Dozer
Sheridan

M41 Light Tank
M113 ARC

Ml 13 with Recoilless AT Gun
M110 mm SP Howitzer

M107 175mm S.R.G.

Ml 14 Recce

M109 155mm S.R.G.
Lance Surface to Surface
Tactical Missile on Tracked
Launcher

1 M577A1 Command Vehicle
I M548 Tracked Cargo Vehicle
I M548 with Hawk AA Missiles

M561 Gama Goat 1 Va ton
Truck

! M36 2V2 ton Truck (6x6)

I M49 Petrol Tanker

) Commando Arm'd Car

FRENCH

DMF1 AM13 with 105mm Gun

DMF3 AMX13 with Hot Missiles
DMF4 AMX30 MBT

DMF10 AMX10PARC
DMF11 AMX1 DC Support
DMF12 AMX 10RC Armoured Car

DMF13 AMX10 with Hot Missiles
DMF15 AMX30 with Roland AA

Missiles

DMF16 GCT 155mm SP Gun

Conquest 25mm
Fantasy Figures
NO MIDDLE EARTH ARMY IS COMPLETE

WITHOUT MOUNTED FORCES

Goblin Cavalry
AJ'15 Goblin Lancer on War Wolf 45|
AJ16 Goblin General on War Wolf 60|
AJ17 Goblin Standard Bearer on War Wolf 60!

Dwarf Cavalry
AJ30 Dwarf Crossbowman on War Boar 45|
AJ31 Dwarf General on War Boar 60|
AJ32 Dwarf Standard Bearer on War Boar 60]

Elven Cavalry
AJ45 Elf Lancer on Unicorn 50]
AJ46 Elf General on Unicorn 65|
AJ47 Elf Standard Bearer on Unicorn 65!

Goblin Army
AJ1 Goblin Leader 20
AJ2 Goblin with Scimitar & Shield 15

AJ3 GoblinArcher 15

AJ4 Lesser Goblin with Club 12

AJ5 Hobgoblin Halbardier 15
AJ6 Goblin Standardbearer 20
AJ7 Goblinwith WarTrumpet 20
AJ8 Goblin of Deaths Head Regt. 15
AJ9 Lesser Goblin Slinger 12
AJ10 Goblin Spearmanwith Shield 15
AJ11 Lesser Goblin Javeltnman 12

AJ12 Goblin with Blunderbuss 15

Dwarf Army
AJ20 Dwarf with Two Handed Axe 15
AJ21 Dwarf Crossbowman 15
AJ22 DwarfwithSword& Shield 16
AJ23 Dwarfwith Battle Hammer 16
AJ24 Dwarf Leader with Odins Scourge 2(
AJ25 Dwarf Standardbearer 2(
AJ26 Dwarf Spearman 16

Elven Army
AJ41- Elf Armoured Spearman 16
AJ42 Elf Bowman 16

AJ43 Elf Leader 2(
AJ44 Elf Throwing Javelin 16

MODERN 1/300th AIRCRAFT
U.S.S.R, U.S.A.
SU7 20p Skyhawk 20p
SU15 25p F4 Phantom 25p
MIG15 20p F104 Starfighter 20p
MIG23 25p F14A Tomcat 25p
MIG25 25p F15 Eagle 25p
MiSIHIP) 20p F86 Sabre 20p
Mil24(HIND) 20p A7A Corsair II 20p

N.A.T.O. HELICOPTERS
Hunter Mk. 6 20p Huey Cobra 15p
Harrier 20p BellTroquois 15p
Lightning 20p Chinook 20p
M.R.C.A. 20p Gazelle 15p
Jaguar 20p Puma 20p
Gannet 20p Lynx 15p
SaabDraken 20p SH3D Sea King 25p
Mirage IMC 20p

MANY MORE WW2 fit MODERN AIRCRAFT
ON OUR FULL LISTS

FANTASY SPECIALS

AJS1 Ogre with Club
AJS2 Zombie

AJS3 DemonwithThdent
AJS4 . Vampire
AJS5 Large Wolf
AJS6 Emmisary of Darkness
AJS7 Minotaur

AJS8 Warrior Bard with Sword & Lute
AJS9 Hierophant (High Priest)
AJS10 Mounted Wizard Leader
AJS11 Hunchback Wizard
AJS12 GreatTroIl

AJS13 Beast Master
AJS14 Manticore

AJSI5 Winged Gremlin with Bident
AJS16 -Marsh Boar

AJS17 Wraith onWinged Horse
- AJSI 8 Owl-Lion

AJSI 9 Unicorn

MAIL ORDER ADDRESS

28, BROOK STREET
WYMESWOLD,

LEICESTERSHIRE.

arclaycard & Acqess Orders
Welcome

Telephone Loughborough 213789

POSTAGE & PACKING

UK., BFPO, 10% OF ORDER VALUE
(Minimum lOp, Maximum £1)

E.E.C. - 10% OF ORDER VALUE I
(Minimum 20p) j

OVERSEAS - 30% OF ORDER VALUE
(Minimum 50p)

Goods will be despatched by the fastest ij^ethod
within the money allowed postage.

Our new Spring 1978 lists are now available.

Send a stamped self-addressed envelope
plus a 15p postal order.

See youet
MIDLAND MILITAIRE

June 17^ Cf
BOTANICAL GARDENS

EDGBASTON, BIRMINGHAM 15

NEW

AIR BATTLES IN MINIATURE
THIS WILL SET NEW STANDARDS

FOR RECREATING AIR WARFARE

£4.95 4- 20p postage

LAND BATTLES RULES
3000 B.C. to 1250 A.D. (W.R.G.) £1.30
Ancient Army Lists (W.R.G.) 70p
Ancient Wargames Guide (Airfix) £1.40
Gladiatorial Combat Rules (Paragon) 50p
Symwar Caesars Conquests 85p
Wars of the Roses - Medieval (Decalset) 70p
1500 -1660 2nd edition (Birmingham) 70p
Napoleonic (L.W.S.) 60p
Napoleonic Rules for l /300 scale (G. W. Jeffery) 60p
1685-1845 (W.R.G.) £1.20

■ Voltigeur' Napoleonic Rules (D. Millward) £1.05
American Civil War (Airfix Hardback) £1.60
W.W.I Land Rules (Skytrex) 75p
W.W.II Rules (No. 1 Wargames Command) 90p
Armour/Infantry Action 1925 -1950 £1.20
Micro-Warfare-Ground Forces W.W.II (Skytrex) 65p
SymwarW.W.II Rules 85p
Symwar Modern Rules 85p
Symwar Maps (10 types available) 55p each
1950 ■ 1975 Armour/Infantry (W.R.G.) £1.20
W.W.II Rules • basic )M. Philpott & R. Thompson) 25p
20th Century Skirmish Rules (Paragon) 50p
Renaissance Rules (W.R.G.) £1.20
Airfix Napoleonic Wargaming (hardback) £1.60
Middle Earth Fantasv, Rules £1 -05
AirflxWWZ Wargaming (hardback) £1.60

PUBLICATIONS
Napoleon's Campaigns in Miniature (hardback) £4.95
Armies and Enemies of Ancient Egypt
and Assyria £2.70

Armies and Enemies of Ancient China £3.50
Armies of the Greek and Persian Wars £2.70
Armies of the Macedonian and Punic Wars £1.80
Armies and Enemies of Imperial Rome £2.70
Armies of the Dark Ages £3.50
Armies of Feudal Europe 1066-1300 £3.85
Wargames Campaigns £1.85
Bifrost Fantasy Campaigns £2.95

TANK BATTLES IN MINIATURE

1 Western Desert (hardback) £3.95
2 Russian Campaign (hardback) £3.95
3 Tank Batt(es Western Front (hardback) £3.95
4 Mediterranean Campaign (hardback) £3.95
5 Air Battles In Miniature (hardback) £4.95

MINIFIGS SKYTREX (U.K.) LTD.
13 GILLINGHAM ST., LONDON, SW1.

150 yds from Victoria Station

Massive stocks. Open Mon-Sat 11.30-5.30.

NO MAIL ORDER AT THIS ADDRESS.



HEROICS and ROS FIGURES
Specialists in 1/300th scale. Heroics & Ros Figures
quality tin-lead alloy. They are not the same as any
some and see the differencel

WORLD WAR II MICRO-AFV's

are manufactured in high
other maker's tanks. Try

NEW! Micro Tank Rules for World
War 2 by M. Greenan—introductory
offer 95p+10p. postage. Fantastic
value includes fast moving, accurate
combat for Armour and Infantry in
1:300 scale.

German
Panzer II B
Panzer II F
Panzer II Flamm

Wespe
Lynx
Panzer IliJ

Panzer III M
Panzer III N
StuGIIIG
Panzer IV D
Panzer IV F1
Panzer IV F2
Panzer IV H

StuG IV
Jagdpanzer IV
Hummel
Nashorn
Panzer 38(t)
MardertllSd139
Marder III H
Hetzer
Panther D

Panther G
Jagdpanther
Tiger I E early
Tiger I E late
Tiger II Porsche
Tiger II Henschel
Jagdtiger
Elefant

Brummbaer
Sturmtiger
Hanomag Sd 251 /IB
Hanomag Sd 251 /I D —

late version

Sd251/10 + 3.7Pak
Sd 251/16 Flamm
Sd251 rocket launcher
Arm'd Maultier Rocket

Launcher

Sd250
Sd 250/9 a/c
BIV Funkienpanzer

Ostwind AA
Wirbelwind AA
Opel Blitz
Opel Blitz with office body
Opel Maultier softskin
Kubelwagen (6p)
Schwimmwagen (6p)
BMW + sidecar (6p)
Bussing Nag fruck
Raupenschlepper Ost
SdKfz 222
SdKf2 231
SdKfz 234/1
SdKfz 234/2 Puma
Protz tractor
Kettenkrad(6p)
SdKfz 10
SdKfz 11
SdKfz 7

3.7 Flak on SdKfz 7
Flakvierling on Sd 7
Pak 35/36 + crew

Pak 38 + crew
Pak 38 + crew
Pak 40 +crew

Pak 43/41 + crew
Pak 43 on cruciform trail

+ crew

7.62 Pak 36 (r) + crew
10.5cm howitzer + crew
15 cm howitzer + crew
17 cm howitzer + crew

8.8 Flak 37 + crew
7.5cm G36 mountain
gun + crew

7.5cm infantry gun
15cm inf. gun + crew
Nebelwerfer + crew
Karl tracked mortar (15p}
German standing gun
crew separately (8p)

German kneeling gun
crew separately (8p)

Mountain crew

separately (5p)
Rommel personality set

with Rommel, staff
officer, despatch riders
and half-track (25p)

Me 109 G
Fw 190 D
Ju87B(15p)
Ms 129(15p)
MeBf 110(15p).
Me410(15p)
Fw189{15p)
DFS 230 glider (15p)
Gotha glider (25p)
Me 163
BR57 Armoured
Locomotive (30p)

Armoured wagon with
10.5cm in turret and
3.7 Flak (25p)

Panzer 38{t) on flat car
(20p)

Flat car for mine defence
(lOp)

Panzerdraistne rail patrol
trolley

Straight track (8p)
Curved track {8p)
Do217E{25p)
Ju 52(45p)
Me262(15p)

USSR

BT-7
T34/76B

T34/760
T34/85
KV1

KV2

SU85

SU 100
T28{12p)
T35(15p)

JS II
JS III
ISU 122
ISU 152
T-26B
BA-10
BA-32
BA-64
T-70

GAZ-AAA

GAZ-60
JAG-12
GA2-67(6p)
Katyusha on Studebaker
Katyusha on GAZ
M42 45mm AT + crew
M41 57mm AT + crew
M44 100 mm AT + crew

M39 76.2 mm field gun
+ crew

M31 /37 122mm field gun
+ crew

M38 152mm howitzer +
crew

M31 203mm tracked
hdwitzer + crew

Russian standing artillery
crew separately<8p)

Russian kneeling artillery
crew separately (8p)

57mm AT on Komsomlets
SU76
SU-37-1AA
Komsomlets

Stalinets
GAZ-AAA + quad AA
Polikarpov 1-16
11-2 Sturmovik (12p)
Pe-2 (15p)
Yak-9
La-5
MiG-3
Russian Armoured
locomotive (30p)

Armoured wagon with
T34 turret {20p)

Flat car (1 Op)
Straight track (8p)
Curved track (8p}
UNITED KINGDOM
Tetrarch

Honey
Grant
Sherman M4A1
Sherman Firefly
Matilda
Valentine II
Valentine IX
Archer

Bishop
Churchill III
Churchill SBG bridge-

layer (12p)
Churchill AVREfl 2p)
Churchill Crocodile (12p)
Churchill ARK (12p)
Ram Kangaroo
Churchill Carpet Layer
(12p)

Deacon
Scorpion Flail
A9
A10

A13

Crusader II
Crusader III

Cromwell
Comet

Challenger
Sherman Crab
Sherman DD
Marmon Herringlon
Humber Armoured car
Daimler Scout Car
Daimler Armoured Car

Universal Carrier
Sexton

Wasp flame-thrower

ACV Dorchester
ACVAEC
Crusader AA Mk 1
Crusader AA Mk 2

2 pdr. portee on Chevrolet
6pdr. +crew
2 pdr. + crew
17 pdr + crew
25 pdr. limber & crew
5.5 in howitzer + crew
7.2 in howitzer + crew
Bofors 40mm AA gun
Morris 6x4 Bofors tractor

Quad Tractor
Scammel tractor
Bedford QL
Ford (Canada) 15c>wt

truck

Chevrolet 15 cwt.
Chevrolet 3 ton

Bedford QL with office
body

Bedford OY 3 ton GS
Chevrolet Petrol Tanker
Scammel Tank

Transporter
British kneeling

artillerymen separately
(8p)

Britisfi standing
artillerymen separately
(8p)

Spitfire IX
Hurricane 11

Mosquito FB VI (15p)
Typhoon IB
Horsa(25p)
Hamilcar(35p)

USA

M3 Stuart
M5 Stuart
M24Chaffee

M18Hellcat
M4A3 Sherman
M4A3E2
M4A3E8

M4A1 dozer
M10
M36
M26 Pershing
M7B1 priest
Ml 2 155mm SP
M3 half-track
T19 105mm GMC
M3 75mmGMC
Jeep{6p)
LVT Buffalo
Greyhound M8
Studebaker IVi ton truck
Sherman Calliope
Weasel

M4 High Speed Tractor
Dodge Weapons Carrier
DUKW
Studebaker Gasoline
Truck

White Scout Car
3 in AT gun + crew
75mm Pack howitzer.+
crew

105mm howitzer + crew
155mm Long Tom + crew
M16SPAA
American artillery crew
standing separately (8p)

P510 Mustang
P47D Thunderbolt
P40E Kittyhawk

ITALIAN
Ml 3/40
Semovente 75
CV L6/40

Semovente 47/32
47/32 AT gun & crew
Fiat G50 Bis

Ros Micro-AFV's and modern period micro-tanks are
all 10p except where marked.
Heroics Figures in 1/300th scale are 70 pence per
pack of 50 infantry, 20 cavalry or 6 guns.

MODERN PERIOD MICRO-TANKS

- We regrei \/er/ much that continuing Increases in costs
have made it necessary to increase our prices.

1 /300th SCALE FIGU RES 70 pence packs.

SOVIET

T-72 Tank
T-62Tank

T-55Tank
T-55do2er

T-55mine clearer
T-10M tank

PT-76 light tank
BMP-76(BMP-1)
'BTR-40P with Swatter
BTR-60PB APC

BRDM-2APC

BRDM-2 with Sagger
ASU-85SPgun
UAZ-469jeep
BM-21 Rocket
Laurtcher
ZSU-23-4SPAA
ZSU-57-2SPAA

D-30 122mm howitzer
+ crew

M55 152mm howitzer
+ crew

M55 100mm AT gun +
crew

BTR-50APC

BMD ParatroopAPC
BM -14 towed rocket

launcher + crew

GAZ-69 jeep
URAL-375 truck

SA-6 Gainful AA missile
SA-9 Gaskin AA missile
SA-2 Guideline AA

missile
M1974J22mmSPG
ASU-57 SPAT gun
GAZ-69 + Recoilless'

rifle

FROG-7 artillery missile
on launcher truck

MiG-17
MiG-19(15p)
MiG-21 (15p)
MiG-23(30p)

MiQ-25 Foxbat(30p}
Su-7(15p)
Su-9(30p)
Su-15(30p)
Yak-28 (30p)
Mi-8Htp(30p)
Mi-24Hind(15p)

USA
M60A1 tank
M60A2 tank

M48A2 tank

M551 Sheridan light
tank

M60A1 dozer

M113APC
Ml 13 recoilless rifle
M113+T0WAT

missile

Ml 63 Vulcan SPAA
M730 Chaparral SPAA

missile system
Ml06 mortar carrier
M114 recce vehicle
M72B Combat

Engineer Vehicle
Ml 10 SP howitzer
M107 SP howitzer

M109 SP howitzer
Commando armoured
car

XR311 High mobility
wheeled carrier + TOW

M41 Walker Bulldog
light tank

M42 Duster SPAA

M548 tracked carrier
Honest John missile on
launcher truck

Havyk AA missiles on

M548 launcher
M577 command
vehicle

Dragon light AT missile
set of three

Huey Cobra gunship
(15p)

Bell Iroquois (15p)
Skyhav^ (15p)
F104 Star^ighter (15p)
F4 Phantom {25p)
F111E(25p)
F14A Tomcat (25p)
F15Eagle(25p)

ISRAEL
Super Sherman

SWEDEN

S-tank
1kv-91 light tank

UNITED KINGDOM

Chieftain
Centurion

Centurion AVRE

FV432APC

FV438 Swingfire
launcher

FV432 + mortar
FV432+Wombat

FV432 + Rarden
FV432 + Cymbeline
radar

Chieftain Bridge Layer
(20p)

Abbot SPG
Saladin armoured car

Saracen APC

Fox armoured car

Ferret armoured car
Ferret 2/6 AT missile

carrier

Scorpion light tank
Scimitar light tank
Striker light AT missile

carrier
Spartan light APC
Rapier AA missile

Jaguar(15p)
Harrier(15p)
Buccaneer (30p)

GERMAN

Leopard A1
Leopard A2
Leopard A4
Marder MICV

Gepard SPAA
Jagdpanzer Rakete

missile carrier
Jagdpanzer Kanone SP
AT gun

Spz-1l-2APC
Spz-12.3APC
Milan light AT missile
set of three

FRENCH

AMX-30 tank
AMX-13tight tank
AMX-13 + SS11 AT

missiles

AMX-13 + H0T
missiles

AML H-90 armoured
car

EBR-75 armoured car
AMX-30 155mm

howitzer

AMX-30 Roland AA
missile launcher

AMX-10APC
AMX-10 + HOTAT

missiles
Jedp withEntacAT

missiles
Milan light AT missile
launcher (set of 3}

Mirage IIIC{15p)
Jaguar (15p)

Postage & Packing: UK: minimum 20p, 10% in £ up to £5, over £5: 40p
only.

Europe 20%, Surface mail worldwide 20%
Airmail USA & Canada 40%. Australia & New Zealand 50%.
£1 = lOOp = US $1.92 approx. Telephone: 01-650 6517

HEROICS and ROS FIGURES

NAPOLEONIC PERIOD
MFN17 Napoleonic Marshals
FRENCH NAPOLEONIC GUARD
UNITS
MFN5 Grenadiers of the Old Guard
MFN20 Chasseurs a Pied of the Guard
MFN7 Horse Grenadiers
MFNtI Chasseurs a Ch4val of the Guard
MFN2 Polish Lancers of the Guard
MFN8 Foot Artillery of the Guard
MFN9 Horse Artillery of the Guard
FRENCH NAPOLEONfC LINE UNITS
MFN1 Line Grenadiers
MFN14 Fr . Line Fusiliers
MFN4 Voitiguers skirmishing
MFN16 Fr. Carabiniers
MFN 10 Cuirassiers

MFN 19 Line Dragoons
MFN6 ChasseursaChevaloftheLine
MFN12 Hussars
MFN13 Lancers of the Line
MFN3 Foot Artillery
MFN15 Fr. Gun Teams
MFN16 Fr. Wagonsandleams
BRITISH NAPOLEONIC UNITS
MBN16 Welljngton& Generals
M6N1 British Infantry
MBN7 British Line Infantry Light Co.
MSN 14 British Light Infantry
M6N15 British Light Infantry skirmishing
MBN5 Highlanders
MBN8 Highlanders skirmishing
MBN4 Riflemen
MBN17 Household Cavalry
MBN2 Dragoons
MBN6 ScotsGreys
MBN10 British Hussars

MBN11 Brit Lt. Dragoons
MBN9 Horse Artillery
MBN3 Foot Artillery
MBN 12 Brit. Gun Teams
MBN13BritV^aaons
PRUSSIAN NAPOLEONIC UNITS
MPN1 Musketeers
MPN2 Jagers skirmishing
MPN3 Drsgoons
MPN6 Prussian Uhlans
MPN4 Artillery
AUSTRIAN NAPOLEONIC UNITS
MAN 1 Austrian Musketeers
MAN2 AustrisnGranadiers
MAN3 Austrian Jagars skirmishing
MAN4 Austrian Cuirassiers
MANS Austrian Artillery

RUSSIAN NAPOLEONIC UNITS
MRN1 Grenadiers
MRN5 PavlovGuard
MRN2 Jagers skirmishing
MRN3 Cuirassiers

MRN6 Cossacks
MRN4 Artillery'
BAVARIAN UNITS
MGN1 Bavarian Inlantry
POLISH UNITS

MWN1 Polish Infantry
MFN2 Lancers
SPANISH NAPOLEONIC UNITS
MSN1 Spanish Musketeers
MSN2 Spanish Grenadiers
M$N3 ' Spanish Musketeers skirmishing
MSN4 Spanish Drsgoons
SECOND WORLD WAR
GR1 German Infantry
GR2 German Infantry Support

Weapons
GR3 German Paratroops
GR4 GermanWorldWarllcavalry
GR5 AfrikaKorps
BR1 British Infantry
BR2 British Infantry Support

Weapons
BR3 British Paratroops
BR4 Bth Army
SR1 Russiantnfaniry
SR2 Russian Infantry Support

Weapons
SR4 Russian World War II cavalry
USR1 United States Infantry
USR2 United States Infantry Support

Weapons
MODERN PERIOD
Ml NATOInfantry
M2 NATO Infantry Support

Weapons
M3 Warsaw Pack infantry
M4 Warsaw Pack Infantry Support

Weapons
ANCIENT PERIOD
ROMANS
MAPI Roman Legionaires.
MAR2 Romans attacking
MAR3 Roman Light Infantry
MAR4 Asiatic Archer
MARS Roman Cavalry
MAR6 Roman War Engines
MAR7 Praetorian Guard

MARS Eguites Singularis Guard Cavalry
MAR9 Western Auxiliary Archers

MAR 10 Late Period Legionaires
MAR 11 Late Period Heavy Cavalry
MAR12 Roman Generals Tribunes
MAR 13 Late Period

Legionaries attacking

BYZANTINES
MABI Byzantine Heavy Infantry
MAB2 Byzantine Armoured Cavalry
MAB3 Byzantine Heavy Cavalry
MAB4 Byzantine Light Cavalry
MABS Byzantine Horse Archers
MAB6 Byzantine Foot Archers
BARBARIANS
MA11 Dacian Infantry (includes

spearmen, rnomphiae.
archers, etc)

MAI 2 Visigothic Infantry
MAI 3 Hurt Cavalry
MA14 Gothic Cavalry
MAI5 SarmatianCataphracts
MAI 6 Ancient British Chariot
MA17 Ancient British Infantry
MAI 8 Ancient British Cavalry
MAI 9 Arab Camelry

(Seleucld-Palmyran)
MAF1 Gaulish Infantry
MAF2 Gaulish Cavalry
GREECE
MAGI Greek City Hoplites
MAG2 Successor Phalanx
MAG7 Phodian Slingers
MAG6 Cretan Archers
MAG3 Greek Cavalry
MAG5 Successor Cavalry
MAG4 War Elephants
MAGS Spartan Hoplites
MAGS Peltaats
MAGIOMacedonian Hypaspists
MAG11 Thracian Light Cavalry
PERSIANS
MAPS Persian Immortals
MAP2 Persian Archers
MAPS Persian Spearmen
MAP4 Persian Horse Archers
MAP6 Mounted Persian Spearmen
MAP7 Persian Armoured Cavalry
MAPI Persian Chariots
MAPS Persian Scythed Chariots
SASSANIDS
MAS1 SessanidLevy Spearnwn
MAS2 Sassanid Archers
MASS Sassanid Clibinarll
MA54 Sassanid Caiephracts
MASS Sassanid Light Cavalry
MAS6 Sassanid Elephants

MAIL ORDER

Goods are offered subject to availability. Please give some alter
natives. Every effortwill be made to fulfil first choices.
We accept ACCESS. BARCLAVCARD, BANKAMERICARD.
CHARGEX and MASTERCHARGE. Just send your card number.

Mail Order Address; DEPT M2

P.O. Box 26, Rectory Road, BECKEIMHAM, Kent
BR31HA, England.
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NEWSLETTER
Editor: Donald Featherstone
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.V; 9^

applies no less to wargaming than to other aspects ^

day was a hrilliantly hot Sunday and my son Peter

involved campaign heing undertaken hy wargamers if !KhI
usual preamble well-known to wargame campaigners

been made, treachery was rampant and Allies came
and went in a manner resembling the machinations

country was being invaded by an enemy aided by 1^'' '
an erstwhile-ally, the whole affair being handled m" ' ^ BWiiMMMMI
by Peter, his opponent and an umpire. Having very p" " j'
happy memories of those rare occasions "when the I
weather made it possible I suggested to them that
they set out blankets on the lawn under a shady tree and fought their battle there. This they did
and all the usual paraphernalia of wargaming (including WRG rules, pieces of paper, cups of coffee
and the boxes containing the casualties) proliferated on the green grass. It all seemed par for the
course and may well have been, but behind it all I can detect some quite revolutionary changes, par
ticularly in attitude towards our hobby. We are in the middle of a Fantasy versus orthodox wargaming
controversy, with commercial firms both taking advantage of the current craze and advancing it by
their astonishing output of figures, amazing both in name and appearance. Board wargaming obviously
continues to flourish as is confirmed by the unceasing rate at which they flood onto the market.
Frankly, some of the titles give the impression that their originators are plumbing every depth to
find something new around which to build a game, not bothering whether or not the conflict has any
authentic aspects to make it competitive. In this connection I stress as an example a recent g^e
called "Agincourt" - for the life of me I cannot see how anyone can make a competitive game of that
battle without completely destroying the true facts. If the French attack as they did in
the British resist them their bottleneck position then the result must inevitably be the same,
if the French use their tactical loaves in a quite uncomtemporary fashion by moving round the English
flanks through the woods of Agincourt and Tramcourt, then the battle is no longer that of Agincour
except in name. Anyway, I have a feeling that only a small minority of board warg^ers are interested
in fighting with miniatures, & arereally on a quite distinct and separate line. It has recently been
claimed in these pages by a wargamer of long-standing that few of today's wargamers have the same per
vading interest in military history as the more experienced table-top general, that they are only in
terested in "instant wargaming" which they avidly pursue through the information contained in the many
sets of commercial rules available without really comprehending the historical nuances of military
tactics. This is reflected in the small circulation of this magazine which, as recent articles and
correspondence indicate, has always been a sounding-board for new ideas and the dissemination of
profound thoughts by experienced wargamers. Coupled with that must be the sad and marked (from my
point of view anyway) decline in the sales of wargaming books, although this may also be due to the
great number of them appearing on the market today. Publishing costs have risen immensely and I
cannot really blame any young wargamer prefering to buy figures rather than spending ^i^e or
pounds on a book written about the hobby, particularly when most public libraries can obtain it for
him anyway! This means that established wargames authors must inevitably become disinclined to re
search and beat their brains out writing something they know to be both accurate, valuable and in
teresting to the genuine wargamer and then find that the results of their labour is bringing them in
a financial pittance plus the psychological discouragement of seeing their books remaindered on the
Smith's bookstalls at every major railway station! For some reason the hobby
really achieved, like such other hobbies as model railways, a sort of upper-crust of deeply thinking
wargamer/historians who regard their research and reading to be of equal value and an essential adjunc
to their table-top battles.

Finally, and perhaps one of the most significant indications of change is the viqw given me per-
sonallv duriAg a recent visit by that amiable American model soldier manufacturer Duke Seifried that
in the future the hobby will no longer be called wargaming - it has become "ADVENTXIHE G^ING ! Seem
ingly, in America war is unfashionable and the word has lost all appeal as a selling point. There
seems to me to be some remarkably ominous strategical and diplomatic outcomes inherent in that a i
tude of mind!

DON FEATHERSTONE



TIIE LIGHT AT THE END OF THE TUNNEL

D. Moore

Coventry Wargame CluL

In the past I have written in the Newsletter a couple of times about rules and general wargaming
policies in the hope that one day things might change and as my heading suggests 1 think there is a
chink of light appearing.

Quite a few wargamers, including our editor, are in the happy position of being able to play
their games at home with fairly simple rules, but for the majority of us we have to join, and in my
case, help to run a wargame club. The point 1 am trying to make is that we are possibly more con
cerned about getting National rules than the first mentioned group and thanks to the Wargames Research
Group 1 think that the chink is now becoming a real light at the end of the tunnel. 1 am referring to
their Horse and Musket Rules l685 to 1845, which 1 have been trying out in conjunction with the
Coventry Club.

Anybody reading this who knows me will think that old Moorie has really gone over the brink as 1
am known as a Featherstonian-type of rules player. Rut, to be frank 1 like rules to give quick decisions
when playing without too much paper checking^ but 1 also like to feel that any complications are based
on helping the player with the best tactical application to win not the player who can interpret so
many ways to read the rules that most games become an arguable stalemate. Anyway 1 am quite convinced
that this has been achieved with these rules and 1 strongly advise all Horse and Musket players to
obtain these rules and try them. They retail at £1.60p by mail but let us be honest if this seems a
bit steep (which 1 do not) then whip round at your next club meeting and buy one set to try. I am
quite convinced vou will all be pleased.

The best part of these rules is the alternate move system which 1 have always thought was far
superior to simultaneous moves. Lets face it, how many games invented over the years allow, players
to move at the same time without cheating? And don't lets talk about written orders because half the
time you cannot either read or understand what has been written and next time you watch a game just
watch the way one player will keep his hands on his figures whilst glancing across the table to see
what his opponent is doing and more than likely moving his figures a little one way or the other to
suit his opposite number's move.

This, of course, cannot happen with the alternate move system and although there can be problems
even with this system the Research Group have overcome these with their method of response moves that
have to be made.

We at the Coventry Club have been using this type of system for a number of years. 1 personally
write the rules for the Club, in fact 1 do more rule writing than anything else which is why 1 am so
pleased to see this idea getting an airing. But apart from this point 1 have always admired the way
that the Ancient 'gamers always seem to enjoy their wargamiiSg,so 1 am hoping that the Horse and Musket
and the Napoleonic players could get together and make these rules standard throughout the country.
To me they have what is required - a standard figure point system, a simple but effective firing
metliod and apart from a movement system which allows players to be caught out through making mistakes
and a workman like Morale which can take the game out of the players hands which is what 1 have always
liked about the Ancient games.

Now in conclusion can 1 say this — let us forget all this talk about our own rules and that
standard rules cannot work, there has to be standard rules if wargaming is going to mean anything. No
other game would have survived with the same type of thinking that exists in wargaming circles today.

Here we have a couple of 'gamers, Phil Barker and Bob O'Brien who, althoug^|}l¥e in to make a
living are. 1 believe, genuinely trying to give wargaming a high standard as a base to work from. Just
in case anyone is drifting in the wrong direction, 1 do not know and have never spoken to the above
named persons and have no connection with the Research Group. It is just that in the same way that
Don Featherstone has tried to give us what we want in keeping the Newsletter going so 1 believe the
Research Group are doing with rules.

So let us get a Horse and Musket Society going and dare 1 suggest that in the Reading area the
Club that will be holding this year's Convention have a think about what is written here. It may be
too late to use these rules but it would be a good time for people to meet and maybe start the ball
rolling??

And just to finish on a really controversial note maybe some of these young Fantasy players would
come out of their dungeons and have a go at figure gaming if we got rid of these complicated and time-
consuming rules that we are using now. Who knows?

We may at the Coventry Club enter some of these competition games if this type of rule was used
and so 1 think might a few dozen more clubs which would not be a bad thing.

THE BRAINTREE AND NORTH ESSEX WARGAMES ASSOCIATION

This is a small group of about a dozen wargamers drawn from the Chelmsford, Witham and Brain-
tree areas.of Essex who are reorganised to meet probably on the first Saturday of each month. As
yet they have no permanent venue but are seeking one in Chelmsford. They intend producing a menthly
Newsletter to keep members in touch with each other. They welcome new members from the area and any
one interested in joining them should contact the Secretary, Mfe^ia&l Elliott at 52 Manor Road,
Chelmsford, Essex. Membership fee is £2.50p per annum plus 20p per meeting for adult members with
reduced rates for juniors under l6.



BATTLE OF LOGAN'S RUN

Andy Clark

Situation;

The Union generals Dave Martin and
Eric Faithfull had to prevent a break
through by the Confederates but they
possessed only one regiment of infantry,
two batteries of artillery and half a
regiment of Zouaves (Collis'). The Con
federate Generals Mark Davies and young
Phil had orders to destroy all opposition
and push on. To complicate matters a
little, both sides knew that somewhere in
the Confederate rear some Union Cavalry
had been seen.

The Battle:
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Deciding to ignore the last piece of information the Confederates prepared to attack all along
the front, guessing correctly that the enemy had some troops hidden in North Wood.

Crossing the river the 2nd N.C. were unformed and then swept by artillery and small arms fire but
still they came on. The 3rd Mississippi attempting to cross the bridge were hit by canister and took
fearful losses which first stopped them, then panic set in and they routed.

Battery B sustained some casualties from the caseshot of the Pee Dee artillery but continued
firing.

Meanwhile the Union 5th Ohio in the farm had first received a charge by the ferocious Louisiana
Tigers and then been hit in the flank by the 1st Tennessee, out-numbered by nearly 2 to 1 (the Tigers
had sustained not a few casualties from small arms fire), the Ohioans fought bravely.

By now the 2nd N.C. had engaged the Union Zouaves and a fierce melee was being fought.

The folly of not leaving a leserve now became apparent to the Confederate generals When two Union
cavalry regiments entered the table by way of the turnpike at A. Sweeping across the field the
Pennsylvania cavali^y captured what was left of the routing 3rd Mississippi while the Vermont cavalry
moved south to the other side of South Wood, The Pee Dee artillery turned to face the Vermont cavalry
and they were hit by the Pennsylvania cavalry and destroyed.

Meanwhile in North Wood the dice were rolling badly for the Confederates and they were unable to
push the Zouaves back despite their sviperior numbers. Neither side being able to defeat the other the
disorganised units fell back to reform, this left the 2nd N.C. open to canister fire from battery A.
This was the final straw for the gallant North Carolinians and they fell back, cursing General Davies'
dice throwing hand.

On the other flank the Ohio regiment were defeated and most of them surrendered, the farmhouse
was now in Confederate hands but these were the only effective U.S.A. troops left. They were surround
ed now by enemy troops and their retreat was cut off, they had no artillery and the situation was im
possible. With the time running out it was agreed that the Union had won.

Conclusion:

Rather than attacking on a wide front the Confederate generals may have had more success had they
attacked only one flank. The 3rd Mississippi would have been better employed as a reserve than as a
deep column charging into an artillery battery! Despite the complaints of insufficient quantity of
troops from the Confederate camp, everyone enjoyed the game and hopefully some lessons were learned.

Rules used were Confederate High Command which give a good game when suitably condensed.
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WORLD WAR ONE - HOW THE GERMANS WERE FORCED

INTO THE TRENCHES AND HOW THEY BROKE OUT

Donald Featherstone

Characteristically, the Prussian General Staff care-
fully studied all nuances of every conflict from 1871 on-
wards hut perpetuated the cardinal error of doing so only k
in the light of seeking confirmation for the rules and
principles which had governed their own victorious campaigns^^^
of 1866 and 1870/1. Thus they ignored the fighting in Cuba hL'
in 1898 and South Africa in 1899-1901 as helng fumbling
amateurish affairs between Irregulars on one side and en- u
thusiastlc half-trained volunteers on the other. Replacing ■ 'TKHiy '
weapons and equipment as soon as they became obsolete, the |
German generals, alone in Europe, appreciated the value of
machine-guns, perhaps acknowledging their thanks for the
manner in which they were so lightly let off the hook by
the French mitrailleuses. Thus, they lavishly allocated
machine-guns to infantry battalions in a manner that almost
brought tactical victory in 191A.

Nevertheless, the war they planned was to them an extension of 1870 but with bigger and better
armies fighting vietorious battles in the traditional frontier areas of Alsace-Lorraine, Poland and
East Prussia. It was Moltke's plan (later distorted by Schlieffen) to handle the problem of war on
two fronts by allowing the French to throw themselves fruitlessly against the strong fortified line
from Metz to Strasbourg held by a comparatively few divisions, whilst the bulk of the Russian army
destroyed the massive Russian forces in East Prussia. Having achieved that, overwhelming forces
could then be transported back to breach the French fortified line stretching from Verdun to Belfort,
and again savour the triumphs of 1870. But in 1902, Count Schlieffen changed the plan with disastrous
results, believing that he did not have sufficient men to beat the gigantic Russian Army in a single
rapid campaign, as the Russians would probably play their old game of falling back through wide open
spaces to avoid disastrous defeat, conscious that he had to have an overwhelming victory on one front
or the other within a matter of weeks, he decided to defeat the French in a type of combined Metz/
Sedan in a period of about six weeks and then deal with the Russians at leisure. But the French
strengthened their fortified zone, convincing Schlieffen that he could only achieve his quick break
through by going around the end, through neutral territory.

The final plan envisaged inviting attack on the Rhine, while forces ploughed through Belgium in
a heavily-weighted volleyed hook ploughing its way down the Channel coast then wheeling eastwards,
south of Paris, masking the fortresses by Reserve divisions; the French army was to be packed into an
area around Verdun and hammered into surrender. This was to take six weeks, then scheduled troop-
trains were to convey the vietorious army back across Germany to the Polish frontier. By 191'^ the
Germans, aware that the Schlieffen plan required them to defeat the famous Belgium concrete and steel
forts at Liege and Namur, had a number of huge Krupp 420cm siege-guns that weighed 98 tons and could
throw out a 1,800 lb shell nine miles. Their own allies, the Austrians had 12-inch Skoda howitzers.
These huge weapons had to be transported in pieces and, on arriving at their firing point, were set
up in concrete emplacements and tended by crews of 200 men each.

In the event the German line was shortened to bring the right hook short of the Channel coast to
pass east instead of west of Paris, so exposing the Germans to eventual defeat on the Marne. This
disaster was compounded by weakening the right flank force to strengthen the armies on the right and
in Prussia, causing eventual bogged down armies behind barbed wire stretched across from the Channel
coast to Switzerland. Brilliant in its conception, the plan was doomed to tactical failure if only
because it was based on the assumption that it was to be a renewal of the war of 1870, fought on the
old battlefields by bigger armies.

It is the opinion of Field-Marshal Montgomery that the Schlieffen Plan failed for logistic
reasons, as the sweeping march of the Germans with their horsed transport, slowed up by demolished
bridges and rail tracks, was countered by more rapid French movements by rail

Because the enemies of Germany fought and secured a breathing space which gave them time to dig
themselves in, the historical lessons of every war since 1861 bore fruit as the conflict settled down
into a large-scale version of the siege operations of Richmond 1865, Plevna and Shipka in 1877,
Santiago in 1898 and Port Arthur in 1905 - the unbroken lines of barbed wire stretching from the North
Sea to the Swiss frontier made siege warfare conditions a fact. For the first two years of the war
Falkenhayn was responsible for conducting German operations and, believing that defence was better
for Germany in the West, made the attack at Verdun his only major offensive. He was replaced by
Hindenberg and Ludendorff in August 1916.

Forced into trenches, the French High Command constantly sought means of winning back the sacre
ground of their country which was in German hands and from January 1915 to November 1918 sustained
nearly 4 million dead and wounded in a war of attrition where neither major nor minor actions resulted
in gains of more than a few miles of churned-up mud. For nearly three years an elementary set of
facts governed the Allies tactics - first a prolonged and heavy artillery bombardment of the enemy
lines mathematically worked out that each square yard received a specified number of shells. When the
assault went in every effort was made to feed in more men than the enemy could kill so that the sur
vivors could achieve a limited objective and, reinforced if possible, hold it against the inevitable
counter-attack. So costly in manpower were these futile attacks that everyone, from the soldier in
the trenches to the politicians were delighted when, in 1917, French General Nivelle devised a new form
of attack, based on the rapid and mobile assault that had won back much ground in the last stages of



the disastrous Verdun campaign. Appointed French Commander-in-Chief, Nivelle's plans, involving
vast numbers of men and equipment, inevitably became known to the Germans who reinforced the
divisions on the threatened front from 8 to kO. The theory of the attack was to lay down a mammoth
artillery bombardment and then penetrate with speed whilst rapidly leap-frogging reserves into the
line. When the horizon blue-clad lines of French infantry went over the top on April l6th 1917, far
from reaching the German reserve positions, a large percentage of them got no further than the
parapet of their own trenches, mowed down by German machine-guns; those that went forward were held
up by uncut barbed wire as, according to the plan, fresh battalions rapidly rushed into the already
jammed assault trenches from the rear areas where confused and chaotic areas as large bodies of men
were pushed forward whilst belaboured by very heavy German artillery fire. In spite of the heavy
casualties, the French did not break through and Petain took over from Nivelle as the French army
struggled against mutiny to remain a cohesive fighting force. Eventually order was restored and
morale raised by two limited objective attacks on narrow fronts that gained ground and prisoners at
small cost.

The soldiers of both sides in World War 1 lived and died in mud and rubble, taking, thousands of
casualties to gain a few yards of battered trench or pulverised brickwork that had once been a
village as their unimaginative commanders sent their soft bodies stumbling over muddy ground against
massed machine-guns, barbed wire and accurately ranged artillery. Occasionally, there were other
methods tried, as at Messines in 1917, when by means of 19 mines containing 600 tons of explosives,
the British blew up the German defenses then occupied the breach, rounding up thousands of prisoners
and taking all their limited objectives within the hour in spite of considerable pressure from above,
Generals Plumer and Harrington planned most successfully for modest results on a limited front in a
complete contrast to Haig's quite impractical and devastatingly costly 100-day offensive in the mud
of Passchendaele.

The stalemate of trench warfare was finally broken by the German Hutier tactics, based on fire
and movement. After a dress rehearsal against the Russians at Riga in September 1917, these new and
successful assault techniques secured an overwhelming victory at Caporetto six weeks later, on the
Italian front. The initial aspect of the technique eliminated the usual lengthy preliminary bombard
ments and substituted a short sharp concentration of fire from guns brought into position at the last
possible, moment. In the same way, to ensure supplies, infantry were also brought up late and
assaulted immediately after the initial short barrage had ended. Known enemy strongpoints were
masked by heavy concentration of gas and smoke and were then bypassed by infiltrating infantry and
light guns. It was this system, on a vast scale, that gave the Germans an almost decisive success
on the Somme on March 21st 1918.

Severely driven back, the Allies were in danger of being separated as Petain the French commander
covered Paris and Haig the channel ports but co-ordination was achieved by thb appointment of Marshal
Foch as Commander-in-Chief of the Allied Armies in France without power to give orders respective army
commanders, Haig, Petain, and Pershing but he did control the reserves. The impetus of the German
attack broke down here as on further occasions in the next few weeks as the Allies were able to bring
up reserves by rail quicker than the attacking troops could advance on foot. Subsequently the Allies
attacked, skilfully using tanks, notable successes being gained in operations under the Australian
General Monash and British General Rawlinson.

Towards the end of 1918 there was no doubt that the Germans could not win as the British, French
and American armies pressed them hard back into Germany. The Armistice came and the German Army re
turned to their own country, often as though victorious marching behind bands prefacing the way to
later legends of being an unbeaten army betrayed by traitors at home.

MOVEMENT OF ARTILLERY BATTERIES by Peter Gouldesbrough

Most wargamers probably do the same as we do and think of each gun on the table as representing
a battery. We have four gunners per gun. Each time a gunner is hit by counter-battery fire we think
of this as representing damage to guns as well as casualties to gunners, and the effect of the fire
of the 'battery' is reduced accordingly. If a gunner is killed by infantry fire or shock action, of
course, we do not think of this as representing damage to guns. In such a case the 'battery' can be
restored to its original fire power by bringing over a gunner or gunners from another 'battery'. If
all four gunners are killed by counter-battery fire the 'battery' clearly still has some fire poten
tial. In such a case it can be manned by at least four infantrymen, but its fire only has the same
effect as if it were manned by one gunner.

For movement purposes we give a horse artillery gun a four-horse team and a foot artillery gun a
two-horse team. The horse artillery team moves like heavy cavalry across country and like light
cavalry when on roads or when not pulling the gun. The foot artillery team moves like infantry in
line across country and like infantry in column when on roads or when not pulling the gun. Our former
rules was that a horse artillery team reduced to two horses could only move foot artillery moves. We
also allowed a gun to be moved foot artillery moves by one horse and any four men or by any eight men.

But during our last game it occurred to me that any 'battery' which has suffered hits from
counter-battery fire has fewer effective guns and therefore needs fewer horses to pull it. We there
fore devised the following simple rule. "A horse artillery battery may move horse artillery moves if
it has at least one horse per gunner. Any battery may move foot artillery moves if it has at least
one horse for every two gunners, but if there are not enough horses any four men may act as one horse."

Such a rule would allow you to split a 'battery' if you had a spare gun or a spare gun and limber-
to represent the detached portion. If a horse artillery 'battery' had lost half its horse team but
had suffered no hits on the gun and gunners, the surviving two horses could move with the spare gun
and two of the gunners and eventually return, if desired, to fetch the original gun and the remaining
two gunners. Once the 'battery' was re-united one of the guns would be removed again. Similarly an
intact horse artillery 'battery' could be divided, two of the horses and the spare limber moving the
spare gun and two of the gunners in a different direction. Of course such detached or divided portions
of 'batteries' would only have the fire power represented by the number of gunners with them.



TALKING WARGAMING
At the time of the Crimean War, the long-

service soldier was hy repute almost outside the
pale of civilised society. So little was his
real character known that it was a surprise to
Florence Nightingale and her nurses to discover
that, after all, he was a kindly creature, quickly
responsive to gentle handling. The British nation
had for generations treated him as an outcast,
and done its utmost to make him all they consid
ered him to he. Briefly, they despised him he-
cause he was a disciplined man yet soldiers
brought up under that stern discipline were the
model for the constabulary of the whole Empire.
Nevertheless, through sheer ignorance, the public
of the day preferred the navvy, who was quite as
rough and quite as drunken simply because he had
not been taught to obey.

ooOoo

SUN TZU "THE ART OF WAR"

wm

neither reputation for wisdom, nor credit for
courage. He wins his battles by making no mistakes. It is this that establishes the certainty of
victory for it means conquering an enemy that is already defeated. Hence the skilful fighter puts
himself into a position which makes defeat impossible and does not miss the moment for defeating the
enemy. Thus it is that in war the victorious strategist only seeks battle after the victory has been
won, whereas he who is destined to defeat fights first and afterwards looks for victory.

(Could this be the "Compleat Wargamer"?)

ooOoo

MORE FROM D'ORDEL'S MANUAL "TACTICS AND MILITARY TRAINING" (London 1902).

The Position of the Soldier on Active Service. "The normal position of the soldier is the posi
tion in which the soldier should normally be, that is to say, that unless any contrary order is given,
the soldier should permanently stand in the position in which he is originally placed."

ooOoo

A VICTORIAN COLONIAL INCIDENT.

During the 2nd Afghan War in 1878 a khaki-clad force under one-armed General Sir Samuel Browne,
advanced on Ali Musjid. The fort was perched upon one of a succession of low hills, with a space of
level ground in its front and the bed of the river on its right flank. It stood about five hundred
feet above the stream - a massive Indian fort, armed with fifteen guns and commanding the deep gorge
of the famous Khyber Pass. It was built of hardened mud faced with stone, with a solid round tower
at each corner, connected by a series of bastions; it sloped down the eastern side of the height it
occupied.

ooOoo

PROBLEM OF THE MONTH (and a loaded onei)

Patrick Henekey wants to know how to avoid the need for keeping written details during the course
of a wargame?

ooOoo

MILITARY QUIZ OF THE MONTH.

1. Name the famous soldier of the Peninsular War who, with Sir Ralph Abercromby, led the force
at St.Lucia in 1796?

2. At what 18th battle did the following win battle-honours - Dorsetshire Regt; Royal Munster
Fusiliers; Royal Dublin Fusiliers?

3. What was the singular feature of Dettingen 17A3?

A. At what battle did Hardinge rally the 57th around the Colours, crying "Die Hard, my men, die
hard!"? (My source says Hardinge - I thought it was Inglis!! Editor).

5. Date of Battles of - a) Egmont-Op-Zee; b) Tel-el-Kebir; c) Barrosa; d) Maharajpore and
Punniar and e) Seringpatam?

ANSWERS ON PAGE yT



THE PLACE OF FANTASY IN WARGAMING

David A.Wesel^

On the suhjeet of Fantasy versus Wargaming (which may have heen discussed to death hy the time
you get this), I would say they are related fields, each with its own merits, not to he judged hy the
standards of the other. A parallel example would he the development and segregation of historical
and science fiction as distinct classes of writing. Ahout 75 years ago, the earliest "Western" novels
were becoming a recognised genre with certain conventions (or cliches). A few magazines hegan to
specialise in that form of historical novel. As opposed to contemporary novels or fiction in general,
they had the responsihility to conform (within the public mind) to history - no "cowpokes totin'
Tommy-guns" allowed. At the same time, a younger genre was still appearing in odd corners of general
fiction collections; it dealt with invasions from Mars, time machines, and the consequences of com
pounding interest over several centuries (oddly enough, the author of these stories was also a war-
gamer...). These new stories also subscribed to the overall requirements of good fiction (at least,
the better ones did), but they did not conform to history. The critics expended much paper and ink in
denouncing the latter failing well into my own lifetime, but to no avail. Science fiction, and its
still less restricted sister, heroic fantasy, are now accepted, established forms of writing. Their
growth and definition have ultimately enriched fiction as a whole and have not injured the other
specialised branches.

Similarly, the development of Fantasy Gaming and Science Fiction Gaming should not hurt Historical
War Gaming (or Gaming, which includes all of them). All of these fields overlap somewhat - every time
an Historical wargamer says "what if...", he is flirting with Fantasy, albeit weakly - they each are
centred around a different fundamental objective. For what most of us (for now) regard as wargaming,
this is historical accuracy - an attempt to model the period of our rules with total accuracy. This
is, of course, an unattainable goal. Much has been written about the playability/realism duality -
but most writers picture it as a one-dimensional trade-off. Actually, one is free to compromise in
an infinite number of ways - some players avoid all that ghastly complexity by fighting Big Red versus
Great Blue (you don't have to do research on orders of battle - you just make them up). Others can
tell you exactly how many men there are in every unit at Salamanca - but assume that every cannon is
a 6pdr and every musket a Brown Bess.

For the Science Fiction Gamer, the objective is technological consistency - he can define any
technology he wants, but he must remain consistent with the constral-'.ts it imposes, as well as those
of the known world. (One traditional exception is Faster-Than-Light Travel - however, the gamer is
still required to describe his system within the traditional "logical" constraints.) Science Fiction
Gaming, to be well done, demands the same kind of effort as Historical Gaming, and when both deal with
War, they can overlap. Wargamers (even professional ones) who attempt to model contemporary warfare
are engaging in Science Fiction Gaming, since the full set of performance data for enemy equipment is
obviously unknown, and we are not really sure about our own! Look, for example, at the armchair
generals (Douhet, Seversky, Mitchell, et al.) of the 20's, 30's and 40's who insisted that the next
war would feature poison gas and be over in a few weeks ... or that submarines were no longer a
serious threat!

On the other hand, when a Science Fiction Game is done carelessly, it is indistinguishable from
a badly designed Fantasy Game. The good Fantasy Game also creates a technology (of "magic", normally)
as well as a geography and zoology with which it must be consistent and which must be mutually con
sistent. This is also a severe requirement. Few gamers are able to carry it off alone. However,
many of the more perceptive (or fortunate) have adopted the policy of modelling an outstanding liter
ary fantasy world, e.g., Tolkien's "Middle Earth" or C.S.Lews' "Narnia". Others have taken advantage
of the "canned" worlds that boosted the hobby in this country, e.g., Arneson's D & D and Barker's
Empire of the Petal Throne.

So much for definit

about it?", so I will give
hold an M.S. in Physics. 1
wargames development at one
of interest is Napoleonics,
Forge 11. none of which wil

was one of the first party
still being written, and 1
centre of the Fantasy explo

ions of Fantasy, etc. I suppose someone will ask, "Well, who is he to talk
my credentials. 1 am a Captain in the US Army Reserve (Ordnance Corps) and
am presently employed as an Operations Analyst and was involved in US Army
time. 1 have been an active hobby wargamer since 1959. My principle area
and published rules to my credit are Strategos N, Valley Forge and Valley

1 fit on the back of a postcard, or even a stack of postcards! Finally, 1
ever to venture into David L.Arneson's "Blackmoor Dungeon" when D & D was
have been a somewhat befuddled, old-wargamer located virtually at the
sion ever since.

To judge from the growth pattern in Fantasy and SF Gaming in this country. Fantasy will neither
help nor harm our hobby. The suggestion that it will serve to recruit new wargamers has some merit.
A few of the thousands that start out playing with trolls and boggles will eventually become worth
while Historical Wargamers. These are the same people who will become the best - but not the most
prominent - Fantasy or SF Gamers. At the same time, our hobby will lose a much larger number of
potential members who will be seduced by the freedom and lack of order that characterise any develop
ing frontier. However, the people lost to Fantasy will be those that Historical Gaming can best do
without. Where conventions in this country are now "embarassed" by the presence of strange figures
dressed as wizards and ores, one used to find the same people wearing Nazi regalia and shouting "Sieg
heil!" whenever they rolled the dice. This is not to say that all Fantasy Gamers are freaks - but it
is Fantasy, not Wargaming, that now has to live with our available supply!

Far from "someday rivaling boardgaming in numbers ...", I predict that Fantasy Gamers in your
country will far outnumber both types of Historical Wargamer inside ten years. I say this because it
is already true here, and because the British are noted for their toleration of eccentric behavior.
Or course, that may only be an American misconception, but wargaming was a very furtive business here
until boardgames made it possible to play without "toy soldiers", and most of our new gamers are intro
duced to the hobby via boardgames. In your country, however, miniature wargaming seems to have been
accepted as a legitimate adult activity, and boardgames are only a supplementary element of the hobby.

CONTINUED ON PAGE S' A-



THE FIRST WARGAME

Three days before his fifth birthday, Thomas said, "I would ff ^ jl
like some little soldiers like yours. Daddy - and a fort." Mutter- ^ r*—i
ing imprecations, I looked through my spare box and found an un- ^(0 ;Jr
made Airfix Mile fort and some Guards band and colour party
figures. Some hasty painting on the fort, detailed stuff and a (L /I
coat of gloss varnish on the figures, a twelve inch square of //
hardboard and green sawdust - two evenings later, it was ready, //
in time for the birthday the next day. //

Came the dawn - and I mean dawn! - and Thomas greeted the / fCxey
fort and soldiers with joy. I came home at lunchtime, and he was 1 I
still playing with it. His younger sister had forcibly removed
one door, which he magnanimously forgave - "She didn't mean to,
really" - and he was ready with his next suggestion. "Now I've
got some soldiers of my own, can't we have a little wargame?" The usual reply - "When you're older,
Thomas." This time he had the answer. "But I am older - I'm five now." How do you answer that?
Well, I promised that we would have on that evening, and went back to work somewhat worried.

I spent coffee break that afternoon writing a set of rules:

Move without firing - 6"
Move and fire - 4"

Charge - 8"
Firing 1 die per 5, 0"-6" minus 2, 6"-12" minus 4.
Saving throws - 5, 6 in open, 4, 5, 6 in cover.
Melee, highest die wins, loser killed. Chargers add 1 in open, defenders add 1 in cover.
Attackers take 6 to break down a door.

Classic rules, I feel, owing much to my early years fighting A.C.W. with the original Don
Featherstone book.

I arrived home and was allowed to have tea. I then sorted around for some soldiers to attack
Thomas (who, of course, had the fort) and dragged out some old Airfix A.C.W. By now, inevitably,
his sister had decided to join in. I cleared the coffee table, set out a battlefield and explained
the rules. The forces were as follows

Defending - Bed force (32 strong) - Thomas Watts, 5 (just!)

Attacking - Blue force (20 strong) - Rebecca Watts, 6.
Grey Force (20 strong) - John Watts, 32.

Throwing Dice, collecting casualties, etc. - Petra Watts, 3.

The objectives were explained (we take the fort - you hold it) but no tactical briefing at all.

The game was quite exciting, both attacking forces putting in a frontal attack and using part
to give covering fire. The Blue force did a complete outflanking move to get to the rear gates. The
frontal attack broke in immediately, but was wiped out in hand-to-hand fighting which also sucked in
the covering Grey force. The outflanking Blue force would probably have succeeded, but took five
moves to break in, by which time it was almost destroyed by defenders fire. The defenders then
sortied and wiped out the last of the attackers. Thomas, as was only right, had won his first war-
game .

Casualties were - Red force - 21

Blue force -I All
Grey force - All

I seem to remember some time ago in the Newsletter an argument about the age a person should be
considered for wargaming - early 20's was it? Some might say that this wasn't a wargame. Well, the
kids thought it was, I thought it was, we all enjoyed it, it took one hour from start to finish, and
there wasn't an argument or a hobbit in sight. Draw your own conclusions.

ARMS AND ARMOUR PRESS NAPOLEONIC SYMPOSIUM

Following the success of their last venture. Arms and Armour Press are to hold a Napoleonic
Symposium at the Commonwealth Institute in London on Saturday, 9th September. At the moment the
programme is in a nebulous stage but it is hoped that it will include a Wargame Seminar with Don
Featherstone, Charles Grant and Bruce Quarrie participating; dioramas with Historex, a film about
Ray Anderson (by courtesy of Lynn Sangster) and the B.B.C. TV film in the "Great Captains" aeries
"The Duke of Wellington" by Sir Brian Horrocks. It is possible that there will also be a drill
display by uniformed members of the Napoleonic Association.

Arms and Armour always do these things well and deserve support. This is an opportunity for
wargamers to come vocally involved in a no-holds-barred discussion with three wargamera who have
been in the game a fair while. Further details will be published in this magazine when they are
known.



SUITABLE VARGAMING ARMIES

Charles King

One of my greatest enjoyments in wargamlng is fighting with an army with which I can identify,
which has a history and pride of its own, alheit only a history of tahle-top Battles and campaigns.
Just as Napoleon had pride in his Guard, most wargamers have some squadron or regiment close to their
heart which has performed loyally and well through a decade of Battles. It could also Be Because
that particular wargeimes unit represents a particular Regiment with an extraordinary history of glory,
individuality, endurance; in fact anything which makes this regiment a cut aBove the others.

One such unit is the French Foreign Legion, men of which have fought and died in almost every
campaign fought By the French Army since its foundation in 1831. To read a history of the Legion is
an experience in itself, and certainly left me with a great desire to somehow incorporate this regi
ment into my wargames.

It appeared difficult at first. Because it seemed I would have to start on a new suBject, like
the Crimean War or possibly even the first World War. "owever, things Began to sort themselves out
almost straight away. Unfortunately, the Legion will not fit into my major period of interest, the
Napoleonic Wars, yet I have many side streams into which it can fit admirably. The 13th Demi Brigade
featured prominently in the Western Desert during the 2nd World War, its most famous action Being at
Bir Hacheim. The North African theatre is my only field of interest in this war, mainly Because with
simple terrain fast—moving Battles are made possible, and Because the relatively small numbers in
cluded make campaigns a much more realistic exercise than they would Be, say, on the Russian Front.
It was relatively easy, therefore, to Build up a small unit equipped with a few 75nim cannon and some
anti-tank guns, the whole of which was motorised. I found also that I could use this unit to fight
alongside the Germans as well - the Vichy Foreign Legion which was stationed in Tunisia. Luckily for
me, the two never met.

I revived also for my purpose an old game my Brother and I used to play when we were young. We
used to set up a lot of model houses and play "Civil War" with civilians, who can Be walking along very
innocently until they produce an S.M.G. fighting the local police and army. This seemed to fit per
fectly the trouble which the Legion had in Algeria right the way up to De Gaulle granting independence.
Airfix civilians were adapted for use, and various paratroops given camouflaged uniforms to represent
the Legionaire Paratroopers, who incidentally are the toughest of the lot, and with various inventions
such as "persuading" suspects to give information, Bartering hostages for captured rebels, and various
rules of secrecy and hiding. We have had quite a few lengthy military attempts to clean up the town.
I found this a very different sort of "campaign" and very interesting to play. By the way, it is not
nice when you do not even know who the enemy are, and that when a civilian is killed in a gun Battle
(by either side) his whole family immediately grabs a weapon and join the popular cause.

Unfortunately, the Legion rarely took a major role in any Battles or wars and can therefore only
Be represented in these type of smaller scale games. However, I am at the moment interested in ventur
ing into the aforementioned Crimea, even though Colonial warfare seems a greater attraction. That
seems to Be the trouble with me - I want to do too much. Some of you may Be saying I can use the
Legion as a French Colonial force But I have already thought this one out. Arabs on horseback are too
easily killed, and I for one have no idea what a Madagascan warrior looks like.

I hope this fetish of mine is not too annoying: it should not Be Because it seems most people have
a Battalion of the Guard somewhere, and every era has its equivalents (the Spartans, Newcastles White
coats to name But two). It just seems that using this interesting regiment, I Become personally in
volved and worried about my forces rather than staying the aloof strategist who gleefully sends
thousands to their deaths in theoretically good But in practice suicidal, attacks. In fact sometimes
it is rather like seeing your own friends die.

THE IMPERIAL WAR MUSEUM. DUXFORD

This airfield, well known in Battle of Britain days when Douglas Bader was one of its Station
Commanders, and later occupied By the United States Army Air Force, lies about eight miles south of
Cambridge on the A505 Royston-Newmarket road. Whittlesford Station, on the Cambridge-Liverpool
Street line, is just over a mile from the airfield. There is a limited Bus service from Cambridge.
Admission is free But a car parking charge is made (there is ample car and coach parking space). It
opens normally from 11 am to 5 pm daily in the Spring, Summer and Autumn.

The hangars and other Buildings at Duxford which are occupied By the Imperial War Museum are
exhibits in their own right for they are, in the context of the history of warfare in the twentieth
century. Buildings of significant historic importance. It is therefore particularly appropriate that
they, having reflected the changing requirements of the Royal Air Force from its inception in 1918
until 1961 and also, for a time during the Second World War, of the United States Army Air Forces,
should now Be used as an integral part of the Imperial War Museum for the purposes.of the public^
exhibition, restoration, conservation and storage of important parts of its aircraft, armoured fight
ing vehicle and naval collections. The Imperial War Museum at Duxford is part and parcel of the
Imperial War Museum in Lambeth Road, London SEl. The purpose of the entire enterprise is to demon
strate all aspects of warfare in the twentieth century in which Britain or the Commonwealth have Been
involved. .

Recently, in company with my colleagues of the British Commission of Military Historians, I spent
a day at Duxford and, without having any particular interest in aircraft, found it all fascinating.
Perhaps the high spot was a non-military one in viewing and going over Concord which must surely Be
one of Man's greatest engineering achievements. It is impossible to list the vast number of aircraft
and other equipment at Duxford But it ranges from a Boeing Flying Fortress to a World War One RES
which is Being restored to flying condition - Being transhipped too and from France in 1918 By means
other than flying when lying in store since then, its engine has only half an hours flying time!
There is a Junkers Ju 52, atHeinkel, a Messerschmitt Bfl09g and Mel63; an American Mitchell, Mustangs
and Sabres, a Sunderland Flying Boat; Spitfires, Canberra, etc., etc., etc. Also there are a lot of
guns, tanks, armoured cars, etc., plus all sorts of items lying around awaiting renovation or siting
But still very worthy of viewing.



THE DEATH OF AN ACE

(Author's namg not given)

The following is an account of a game of Avalon Hill's "Hichthafen'»
V/ar". As the name suggests it is a board game portraying aerial warfare ^ ̂
in the First World War. The board is divided into hexagons and aircraft ^ ***$3||M|HP!Y'\
are represented by counters. Each aircraft has a status sheet on which \ \|
are recorded its height in metres, its maximum climb and dive rates, its -ItaHP
speed in numbers of hexes it may travel, its ammunition supply and a record
of the damage it has suffered. The varying characteristics of each air-
craft types are reflected in differing speeds and climb rates etc. E.g.
an Albatros Dili moves at a maximum of 9 hexes, climbs 150 metres per move,
dives 550 metres and so on, while an SE5a moves at 11 hexes maximum, climbs ^
200 metres and dives 450. Manoeuvrability is expressed in the cost in V^8
hexes off the move taken to turn 60 (l hex side).

This game was the 29th in a campaign started in April 1917. Each
player took the part of a German pilot, the Allies being flown by players not flying in character that
mission or people not participating in the campaign full time. Each pilot counts all aircraft they shot
down towards their kill total. Once a character gets 5 kills he becomes an ace, 10 kills he becomes a
double ace. (in the rules aces score better when shooting and are harder to hit when shot at). If a pilot
is shot down thewiiming player must start off again from scratch as a novice (easier to hit and scoring
lower when shooting). The British RFC and HNAS order of battle for April had enabled the campaign organiser
to work out the ̂  chance of meeting each type of British aircraft doing a varying number of missions.

On May 9th I9I7 Lt. Von Bulow (double ace, 27 kills) took up a flight to patrol the lines in his
Albatros DV. He was accompanied by Lt.Wendell (average pilot, 0 kills) in an Albatros Dili and Peldwebel
Kuhk (double ace, 19 kills) in a Dili. He was followed up several minutes later by a new pilot, Lt. Allitz
(average pilot, 0 kills). The flight of 5 was patrolling near the front line at 3»500 metres when they
spotted 2 pairs of British aircraft 500 metres below them and just across the lines. Two aircraft were well
known Nieuport 17s (faster climb but slower dive than Albatrosses, only 1 gun to the Albatros twin guns,
f/enerally no match for the Germans) but the others were new SE5a scouts, (faster climb, dive and speed than
the Albatros and 2 guns). All Allied pilots were average.

Von Bulow decided to use his height advantage and attack. He did not fear the Nieuports but Kuhk had
tangled with the new SE5a's some days before and had pnly escaped with difficulty. (He had been a Lieuten
ant then and had lost 3 of his flight all killed, it cost him his commission). Von Bulow reasoned that he
and Kuhk should be able to at least cripple 1 SE5a or at best destroy it in.the dive in, leaving them a
better than even chance against the rest.

The SE5a's were climbing when Von Bulow and Kuhk dived in on them, Wendell stayed aloft to cover. Von
Bulow led in, opening fire on an SE5a climbing across his guns and noticed Kuhk also firing slightly behind
and above him. As he closed the range he noticed another SE5a rising in front of him, behind and below the
first and firing on him! Von Bulow's aircraft was hit, he tried to gauge the damage as he sped across his
target. A sense of disquiet began to fill the Lieutenant's mind as he pulled the DV into a climbing turn
.... he doubted the allignment of his guns as he reflected the lack of apparent damage to the Allied scout,
and Kuhk's shooting was no better, and, his own aircraft was badly damaged ... perforiaance was unimpaired
but only just. As he completed his turn he saw the 3E5a's already turning and above him.. • "Gott!"Ehose scouts
can climb."

Wendell had come down and traded shots with one of the SEs and Von Bulow got in a long range shot a-
gainst another above him. There were now the SEs above and to the south and the Nieuports to the East. Von
Bulow was worried but decided that the best hopes of salvation lay in shooting it out, they could not out-
climb, out-dive or out-run the SEs, both apparently undamaged.

Kuhk attacked one SE, Wendell a Nieuport coming up on Kuhk's tail. For an instant Von Bulow was alone
.... 'home?' the DV was damaged, now he could make it safely. He saw the SE5 Kihk had attacked, now on the
Feldwebels tail and Wendell attacked by the other SE and a Nieuport. No more thoughts of home, he brought
his DV round on the tail of the SE attacking 'Kuhk and riddled it at 20 metres. The SE errupted in flames.
Momentarily the Lieutenant rejoiced, another kill, 28, the old magic ... and the SE5a's do go down.

Von Bulow had missed V/endell's death under the guns of the Nieuport and SE and the arrival of another
ITieuport and of Lt.Allitz in his Dili, The SE fresh from the destruction of Wendell's Dili now riddled Von
Bulow's and only Allitz's intervention saved him. Von Bulow's aircraft was now full of holes - a cripple,
at 2,800 metres escape would be difficult. A damaged Nieuport presented itself and instead of turning for
home Von Bulow could not resist a shot. He failed to shoot down the Nieuport and foiind himself surroTinded.
Allitz was doing well for his first mission he thought ... there was time for thought now, the DV responded
30 sluggishly. If Kuhk took on the Nieuport to his rear the others might turn on him. Von Bulow might make
it yet.

Kuhk's shot at the Nieuport was a parting gesture as he dived to safety below it. Von,Bulow was the
obvious target for three Allied planes. Kuhk and Allitz returned to base safely, both with superficial
damage. All the Allied aircraft were hit. Von Bulow had shot down one and hit two others .... The ground
rose to meet him at an alarming speed, just inside German lines where they crossed to the north baiik of the
Lille Canal,... 'Kuhk could have riddled that damned Nieuport....he could have '



WHAT IS A TOY SOLDIER?

Recently Giles Brown, of Dorset (Metal Model)
Soldiers Ltd, received a letter from Henry F.Anton,
model soldier reviewer for the American magazine
GUIDON.

"I will try to he very frank with you Mr.Brown,
as I do not want to create the illusion that all
things are great with Dorset toy soldiers. To date
I cannot honestly say that anything I've seen,
compared to other makers, has been better. In fact g ̂ 1 * ̂  £
I cannot express myself more explicity by saying I ^ f I 1 V ^
cannot find anything great about Dorset. I am » #
really sorry about this but I must tell you how I
feel. I think the castings are poor and the paint
ing is mediocre. At the National Capitol Military
Collectors Convention in Bethesda, Maryland, last year I saw Dorset figures in a
display of toy soldiers and they looked wonderful, but then I was told they were
all reworked and repainted. Someone has. used them for conversions.

The samples I had on display of Dorset all brought criticism from collectors
and 1 am indeed embarrassed to forward such news. 1 regret that unless you can
convince me otherwise 1 will not review Dorset in the Guidon or any other of the
columns 1 do. 1 do not like to be critical, although at times 1 will point out in

my columns particularly bad figures, but with Dorset 1 really
have nothing to say.

.Jb

Perhaps after 40 years of collecting and judging exhibits
1 have become critical but 1 think not. With the great
number of English makers now producing toy soldiers it is
evident that some standard has to be met and 1 can't see

Dorset one of the leaders. 1 will withhold any further re
view of Dorset but 1 would like to hear from you. In all
honesty 1 do not want to be unjust and perhaps somewhere 1
have missed something."

In reply, Giles Brown wrote:

"Thank you for your letter received yesterday at the end
of which you say that you do not wish to be unjust and per
haps somewhere you have missed something. May 1 put the case
for the defence?

Britains Ltd., John Hill and other makers produced lead
toy soldiers for children to play with. They were often
"poorly" cast, because of commercial necessity, and the
painting was "mediocre" because of the sweated labour of home
workers having to paint a lot of figures in a short time to
make a living. After the advent of plastic figures the metal
figure became the perogative of the collector who demanded
and received a very high standard from some very clever
designers. Certain of these designers and others aspiring to
the same heights and having the rubber moulds capable of pro
ducing such detail decided to produce "toy" soldiers. These
detailed figures were then painted in gloss paint with much
more care than even the best of the old toy makers, and put
on the market with this higher standard claimed as a selling
point by the manufacturer.

My figures are not cast in great detail nor are they
painted down to the last button with great care. They are
meant to look like toys. 1 will not bore you with comments
from collectors who say that in their opinion my toy style
is the best on the market nor those who say that our cast-
ings are the most suitable (besides being the cheapest) for g\
their needs. My point is merely that with regard to toy ^ ^
figures as with every other branch of our hobby there is not
necessarily "good" or "bad" only "different". 1 do not regard other toy makers,
who do not conform to my; standards, as better or worse than Dorset Soldiers.
They just cater for different collectors who have different ideas on what is a
good "toy" soldier. My figures do not lack detail or casting perfection because
1 am incapable of providing it but because my collectors do not want it. The
painting standard is what is required, not the best 1 am capable of producing.
Therefore until my collectors demand different standards.'Iwill continue to provide
those to which 1 now aspire and only ask for an open mind on the part of my

critics. The figures you



The Main Battle Tank-

latest in the Vickers line

For over forty years Vickers has been producing tanks for the
British, as well as overseas armies, and now Vickers introduce
another fine tank which is considered to be pre-eminent in its
weight class — the Vickers battle tank shown here. The weapons
system in this vehicle consists of the 105 mm gun, a ranging machine
gun and full transistorised stabilisation. The automotive components
include the Chieftain power pack, gear-box, steering unit and
brakes. The protection is the best available anywhere within the
overall weight of 38 tons.

Next lime you visit the R.A.C. Aluseuni at Bovittgron look at some of its many famous predecessors
made bv Vickers.

I  The Swedish 'S' Tank, at present on trials '
I with The Second, demonstrates the use of its \
unique suspension system for elevation and
depression of its gun, shown here in
depression, (Photo: PR HQ 2 Div)

Chieftain Battle

Tanks during the
recent exercise
"Spearpoint".

(By courtesy of
Public Relations

Ministry of
Defence.)



NATIONAL ARMY MUSEUM SUMMER CLUB

What goes on at the National Army Museum
in London during the Summer holidays makes me
wish 1 was a schoolhoy again! It must he the
answer to a mother's prayer as a hoy could
spend his entire Siunmer holidays in the
National Army Museum starting on 2k July to
18 August (Mondays to Fridays).

As in previous years, a variety of activi
ties will he offered to young people of school
age. Modelling facilities will he provided
for experienced modellers of figures and
dioramas; expert advice will he available on
some days, and prizes will he offered for the
hest figure model hased on a uniform on display
in the museum. Beginners are also welcome, for
whom there will he material for hasic modelling,
and a chance to improve their skills hy watching
and talking to more experienced modellers. Each
morning and some afternoons, feature and docu
mentary films and illustrated talks will take
place in the Lecture Theatre. There will he
opportunities to handle weapons, put on uniforms
and examine closely other military items. The
talks will cover topics ranging from the Develop
ment of Firearms to the Boer War. A quiz will he
presented each week in which prizes can he won.
This will include picture and music questions,
puzzling ohjects and straight factual questions.
We also hope to offer wargaming in which partici
pation is encouraged, painting and drawing. The
Galleries can always he visited with one of the
specially prepared guide-hooks.

For further information, please contact -

Education Department, National Army Museum,
Royal Hospital Road, London SW3 ̂ HT.

01-730 0717 Ext. 28

• aimu«
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the Children's Cluh, there is another very fine
group - The Society of Friends of the National Army
Museum who hold at least two stimulating meetings
per year - one a private opening of the Museum where the latest acquisitions are on display with a
har and Guards Band playing. In the summer, the Society meets at the Royal Military Academy Sandhurst
to view the India and Irish Rooms and to see the Museum's latest purchases while mingling with famous
military personages! Write to Major Eric Hehden R.A., c/o The National Army Museum, Chelsea, for
particulars - you will do hoth yourself and the Museum a lot of good!

WARGAME RULES FOR THE AMERICAN CIVIL WAR

From that intelligent, thoughtful and highly experienced wargamer Stephen Reed 1 have received a
set of his latest Wargames Rules for the American Civil War. He says they are on the same hasis as
his Ancient Rules - that is alternate move heing preferred, theyhave fairly straightforward calcula
tions for casualties and morale and have optional rules for added complexity. It is difficult to
fairly assess rules without playing to them hut these seem to he very reasonahle and leave little to
he desired. The contents include information on choice of army; units, formation and order; starting
a game; move sequence; movement; firing and melees; morale; buildings, villages and towns; and such
interesting aspects as risk to commanders, loose horses, troops lying down, etc., etc. They are
written so that they can he used for either 25mm, 15inm or 5inm troops, only weapons in use in reason
ahle quantities have been included for simplicity and realism, hut the rule structure allows others
to he slotted in quite simply. As 1 write 1 am not sure of the price of these rules which can he
obtained from S.P.Reed, 1 Westlees, Reigate Road, Hookwood, Surrey RH6 OHD; a stamped addressed
envelope will secure details.

BATTLE! A PAGEANT OF ARMS & ARMOUR THROUGH THE AGES

Do not forget that on August Bank Holiday, Sunday 27th and Monday 28th August, Lilford Park,
Northamptonshire, will have its 240 rural acres turned into a pageant of arms and armour through the
ages under the title of BATTLE! Claimed hy its promoters to he "a sprawling panorama of mediaeval
jousting, cheek hy jowl with World War 11 vehicles, military displays and historical battle re-
enactments, there will also he more than 6,000 square feet of display space inside the magnificent
17th century Lilford Hall given over to model soldiers, wargames, militaria and other trade stands."
If you want details write to Blockgrand Limited, 11-13 High Street, Finedon, Northants. Telephone
Wellinghorough (0933) 680041.

ooOoo



LETTERS

"To Judge 1)7 the reaction (in the May "Newsletter") to my "Wargamers" Spectrum", wargamers are
very Interested in reading ahout what other wargamers want out of their games. It seems to he a
subject which has hardly heen touched in the wargaming press, hut of course it must he quite central
to the hohhy. You cannot really hope to get a good game with a fellow who is looking for something
quite different - so it is as well to know just what he DOES want, before you start.

Having said this, I hasten to make clear that my spectrum was not intended totally seriously,
and I apologise if my irony was sometimes a hit too heavy, and concentrated on the negative side too
much. I would certainly agree with your correspondents A.R.Barrett and A.R.Clark that most wargamers
are really mixtures of all four types, hut with the proportions mixed differently in each case. The
four ingredients are usually stuck together with bonhomie. and perhaps it is only when this wears thin
that the predominant type really starts to assert itself and get in the way.

Also in the May "Newsletter" I was interested to see Harold Gerry's convincing defence of the much-
abused "country wargamer" - the member of the small group which goes its own way and sensibly ignores
the frenzied claims by the big manufacturers that "best selling rules are the hest rules". (You know
the ones I mean, as Andy Gallan put it. Incidentally Andy is one of the few members of the "Newsletter"
"Family" whom I have actually met - I hope that in future there will be more.)

On the other hand, I was rather astonished by Bob O'Brien's call for more simple articles in the
"Newsletter". Surely there is already the good d'Ordel to guide the beginner through such terms as
"flank" or "skirmish", as well as a positively massive output of bassic military history and basic
wargame handbooks pouring from the presses every day? It seems that only the advanced and experienced
wargamer is poorly catered for in the wargaming press. We need more articles for him, not less.

Surely it is a major role of the wargaming press to air new ideas as well as old ones, and I con
gratulate the "Newsletter" for being ahead of other journals in this respect. We should not allow the
beginners to monopolise its pages, but should continue looking around for ways to keep the hobby moving
forward. If we simply churn out the same old standardised assumptions (you know whichi) again and
again, then we really will get decadent, with all that goes with it."

Paddy Griffith of Camberley.

ooOoo

"I thoroughly agree with you about that rather disheartening letter of criticism in the April
"Newsletter". Personally I am very grateful to you that you enable the "Newsletter" to exist at all.
I find it the only magazine where the reader is invited in."

Charles King of Farnham, Surrey.

ooOoo

"Since I started subscribing in 1967 I have had the great privilege of accompanying the evolution
of the hobby in its modern form. The Princess (my wife) commented yesterday how like a school magazine
the Newsletter is. This is one of it's chief virtues and its subscribers should count themselves
fortunate to belong to such a select group. The Newsletter is always thought-provoking and having
received 9 at once I am led, as 1 suppose is almost everyone else, to write to you at once. No,191 I
found particularly interesting.

Rules are only a means of wargaming and must be flexible and comprehensive. The chief virtue of
"ready made" rules is to make wargaming accessible to those who (at the beginning) have no knowledge
of Military History, They also provide hard-to-get data. However, as you all well know, no long-
stai^ding wargamer accepts them "in toto", and modifies and adds to them as dictated by his increasing
knowledge and experience, I fully agree that the modern wargaraer is "spoilt". As a kid I made (with
out any preoccupation as to accuracy) tanks, etc., in approximately 5mra scale out of plasticene and
natchsticks, Living out here in the wilds conversion is still essential and it is an aspect of the
hobby that is both thoroughly enjoyable and creative that should not be neglected.

Your article "Are Wargamers of Value to Military Societies?" (No.191, P-12) and Douglas Johnson's
comments prompt me to write the following:-

Wargaraors are students of Military History by nature even though the reverse need not be true.
As Douglas Johnson so aptly states, wargaming does dictate the direction and objects of our research.
However, as I have found out both at University and here in the Ministry, Military History is only one
branch of the "Social Sciences" in general. What I am saying is that, no matter how specialised.
Military History cannot be completely separate from History in general. Wars have a reason, a geo
graphical location, a place in time, a beginning and an end. It is impossible to study a war or a
campaign in isolation. It is only intelligible within a broader context. As you will have discovered,
a student of Military History knows personally, as much general history as the average teacher if not
more both in terms of geography (who normally studies details of the conquest of India or campaigns in
Southern Africa in World War I?) and of technology. The study of a war leads to the study of the
social, political and economic conditions in which it is situated. The Armed Forces, as a segment of
the Civil Society, of which they are an integral part, reflect, necessarily, the social structure,
economy, geography, political and legal framework and technological level of their parent society.
Therefore, wargames research, no matter how unintentionally, cannot but contribute to the overall
knowledge of history. As such, given that the study of history is dynamic, dialectic and interreactive,
wargamers cannot be excluded from the ranks of historians. What is more, they are not merely "simply



collectors of history", they are History and apply it constantly. Given that their interests are many,
even though one period may he dominant, they tend to have a greater knowledge of the evolution of
Mankind and consciousness of the unpermanence of things than most people.

The wargamer develops "ex officio", flexible responses and objective analyses of any given situa
tion, even those which have absolutely no relation to wargaming. "On Friday Comes Pay" (Object,
Factors, Courses, Plan) is something we use all the time, even though we are not aware of it.

On a different subject. I found in the Ministry's library a volume which I had not seen reviewed
or advertised in the Newsletter. It seems to me to be a must for anyone interested in the Arab-Israeli
conflict since 19 V]. "The Israeli Army" - Edward Zuttwack and Dan Horowitz - Harper and Row Publishers.
San Francisco, New York and London, 1975.

If anyone is interested in the war between Brazil and the Argentine over Uruguay in 1825-28, as £in
interesting variation of the Napoleonic Wars, or in the war between Brazil, the Argentine, Uruguay and
Paraguay (1866-70), please write to me at the address below. I will endeavour to supply such informa
tion as I can gather. Keep up the good work."

Ralph P.Anderson, Instituto Rio Branco, Ministerio dos Relacoes Exteriores - Pandar, Brasilia
70000, D.F., Brazil.

ooOoo

"I found the article on figure sizes in the April issue of great interest, and indeed most of the
articles were of great interest. Keep up the good work."

Kevin O'Keeffe of Cork City, Ireland.

ooOoo

"Some "feedback" on the May issue. Taking the articles in the order in which they appeared in
the magazine -

1. Bravo Harold Gerry - it is rare to find someone who, although recognising the need to produce
precise and fully detailed rules for "inter-club" or competitive games, or for the enlightenment of
newcomers, is still prepared to admire the work of enthusiastic and innovative "loners". Some of the
most original work in the hobby is often done by such people and it would be a great fallacy to assume
that "best-known" is always best.

2. As the person who introduced the term "guise" into this "philosophy of wargames" debate per
haps I ought to reply to Bob O'Brien's article. Firstly on the lack of articles suitable for beginners
in the Newsletter. How many beginners would be reading the Newsletter anyway, no matter how "basic"
its content? It seems to me that no beginner is going to fork out £5 on a subscription to a magazine
dealing with a hobby he is, as yet, unsure of, when there is something as glossy and straightforward
in its approach as Battle readily available at the Newsagents. I recall the late lamented Miniature
Warfare introducing a "subaltern's corner" back in the late sixties - then it was still relatively
early days and so this move could be justified but given the vast amount of literature on the hobby
available today I do not consider it to be necessary any more. Surely anyone with an interest in the
hobby today could find out all he wished to know merely by having the initiative to look carefully on
the shelves of his local library or bookshop and perhaps supplementing this with a glance at the
advertisements in Battle or Military Modelling. I do not think that it is any part of the Newsletter's
function to run perennial "induction courses" for Newcomers. Let it remain a publication by "afficion-
ados' fox "afficionados" - therein lies its strength.

As for Bob's point about ̂ he battlefield realities of the "platoon-firing" drill in the 18th
century, I too have my doubts. It sounds just too good to be true, and the opinions of various
military writers would appear to confirm our scepticism. For example :-

a) At Dettingen (l7^3) "Colonel Russell recorded that 'they were under no command by way of Hyde
Park firing but the whole three ranks made a running fire of tneir own accord .... The French fired
in the same manner, I mean like a running fire without waiting for words of command, and Lord Stair did
often say he had seen many a battle, and never saw the infantry engage in any other manner." In most
(soldiers) the urge to fire as many rounds as possible and at long range to keep the enemy at a distance
was irresistible. What mattered in the last resort, was that the soldiers should stand where they were
and go on firing, not whether or not they fired according to the drill book." (Quoted in "Dettingen
17^3" by Michael Orr, Knight's Battles for Wargamers. 1972),

b) "Fire by command pre-supposes an impossible coolness ... It is always the. soldier who forces
the firing. He is ordered to shoot almost before he aims for fear he will shoot without command... In
action, even the bravest and most reliable soldiers fire madly. The greater number fire from the hip

Let us not pay too much attention to those who in military matters base everything on the weapon
and unhesitatingly assume that the men serving it will adopt the usage provided and ordered in their
regulations... We shall learn to beware of the illusions drawn from the range and the manoeuvre field."
Col.Ardant du Picq Battle Studies. Stackpole Military Classics 1958.

3. Pages 1^-15 I found a little disappointing. Firstly "Games Workshop News" was more like an
advert than an article. I was relieved to see, however, that full D & D "specs" are given for each
creature in the TSR encyclopaedia of monsters. This is very considerate - all that stumbling around
in the subterranean gloom must be a strain on the eyes especially for those denizens of the deep blessed
with more than two! As for George Erik's plan to revive Dan Dare I wish him the best of luck - I am
glad to see, however, that he recognises that interest in the lantern-jawed hero is essentially
nostalgic, because nothing seems to date so quickly as one age's vision of the future.

Finally, on a personal note. I have just moved to Manchester to start a job and so would be in
terested to contact any other Newsletter readers in the area. In my book anyway Newsletter subscriber



= sane wargamer. The University "Kriegspiel" Cluh here seems to he a disaster area - swarming with
"Diplomacy", "En Garde", and "Cosmic Encounter" freaks with not a single wargamer in sig .

Andy Callan, 92 Sandy Lane, Chorlton-cum Hardy, Manchester 21.

ooOoo

"A Raspberry sir, for the vile slander upon American Artillery in the U.S. Civil War perpetrated
in "TalklnrSming"'in your September '77 issue! "... no different from that used by Cromwell two
centuries before" indeed! Contrary to the impression created by the writer the indigenous arti y
was not exclusively composed of archaic smoothbores. True, the heavily wooded terrain (where clo=,e
range punch was of more importance than long-range accuracy) and the
gun (even century-old antiques) in arming the huge forces suddenly
to keep the smoothbore in service throughout the war. However, to imply /^oJth
imports, American artillery was centuries behind the times^is similar to claiming that the North
American Mustang was the mainstay oi the Battle of Britain,

Ritlod artillery nieces virtually all of which were of American design and manufacture, made up
roughly half of the artillery during the war, and were the preferred weapon wherever their superiorToS^oy lll rLgfc^uld be Lploitld. The North employed "dlbbons" or ^-Ordnance" Mode
of I860 in 3" and A.5" calihre, and both sides used the Parrott rifle, in lOpdr (3 jj P
aL ̂ Opdr 2-rsizes as field artillery. Rifled siege, garrison and naval guns in sizes from 30pdr
to ^OOpdr (10") calibres were popular. There was also a large variety of privately produced rifledJ?eS5nns: soie S Shich wereMed in greater numbers than the imported Blakelys, Armstrons and
Whitworths.

American Civil War.

This is not an attempt to deny that a revolution was introduced by the Whitworth and Armstrong

"ili SLmlt, the.. co.pllcated/eKpen.lve and relatively delicate vcapons »ere innovations vhose
time had not yet come.

There is something of a cult among American wargamers concerning thesefatuaSorcomparable to that for the Me262, that leads them to in every battle and to dominate
the table in a way that ignores both their shortcomings and their scarcity in the real war. ihey w
neither so common, nor so tactically superior to the majority of other artil y.

I hope that the somewhat flamboyant tone of my first paragraph will not be taken too seriously
by your readers. However, one runs the danger of being misunderstood when ^"ntend wit^ "
dlfkrent language, e.g., English rather than American...and then there is my typing to contend with.

David A. Wesely of Ft.Snelling, Mn. 55111, U.S.A.

ooOoo

"Just a quick note on the Dan Dare saga. There is a group called The f®t'-^:[„^roup who used to be
called the Dan Dare Fan Club. Astral are dedicated to Dan Dare Interested read
should write to - Adrian Perkins, 19 Wolsey Way, Cherry Hinton, Cambridge CBl 3JQ.

John Holt of Clyde Models, Hobbies and Models, kk Candleriggs, Glasgow C1 ILE.
PERILOUS ENCOUNTERS by Stephen L.Lortz - Convenient rules for Fantasy Miniatures available

the Chaesium, P.O.Box 6302, Albany, Ca., 9^1706, U.S.A. ̂ 5-

This book came to me through GA^S KSHOP who were spec if ic ally ̂as^ auth^f S^^he^
America to pass on to me, and from whom e ® ^ received the following "Your book SOLO
Lortz very kindly wrote within tne ^hen I had no opponents. I want to thank
WARGAMING fired my imagination and me " Even that very kind and touching message
you very much for the enjoyment work has afforded me Even^ y^^ unfamiliarity. However,
does not really enable me to give a ^herarrwell thought out and constructed
my son who seems to be in this scene a bit t ^ .3^;^ a. fast moving and accurate game,
and, although P\has not play-tested them, he imagi sfctions - Turn Sequence; Movement
Seemingly comprehensive in format, Lfinitions- How to Play P.E.; Exotic Figures; Base Sizes

otP,, h»d .ay^ I nav, given an Idea to

Steve Lortz to utilise his undoubted knowledge to turn out such a book.

BACK NUMBERS OF WARGAMER'S NEWSLETTER can be^obtaineg^from^the^E^ posLg^^°MarchrAprilJ^

iziti? °ZTiii ^;rs;S?^r?;7,'?riaifs?p"in??Edi„g po.Lge.
ooGoo

+  wr, this Tpase are 2p (5c) per word. Send cash and advert to
Rates for classified advertisements on this page are 2p o ; P

TRADITION, 5a & 5D Shepherd Street, Mayfair, London W.l.
ooOoo



MUST LIST
Recently I spent a most enjoyable afternoon when visited by i well known American model soldier

manufacturer Duke Selfrled and his attractive wife. Deborah Is by no means merely decorative, she Is
a most competent wargamer In her own right and astonished Neville Dickinson, Tony Bath and I by her
comments and arguments on various aspects of current rules. Including those of the Wargames Research
Group. In a most affable and pleasant manner. Duke Is a typical Texan "ball of fire" and bubbles over
with Ideas currently In production and planned for the future by his company HERITAGE MODELS, INC.,
98A0 Monroe Drive, BIdg. I06, Dallas, Texas 75220, U.S.A. This firm manufacture Heritage miniatures,
Battlellne Games, Geimetlme Games and Heritage Publications and the gossip and plans related In this
feature Is merely that gleaned from our conversation - fuller and more definite details will follow
when Duke loads me down with pamphlets and samples as he has promised! As mentioned elsewhere. Duke
tells me that It Is no longer "wargamlng" that we play but "adventure gaming". Repetition of this
statement does not necessarily Imply agreement but you pays your money and you takes your cholcel
The feature that appealedr.most to me was Inevitably the new Heritage SCENORAMICS which consist of
Interchangeable and Interlocking sets of hard plastic buildings and terrain features, already coloured,
that make up Into most Impressive wargames scenery. They possess that boon of being made In such a
manner that model figures can be placed Inside them at required points. I have not yet seen these
Items but the coloured catalogue gives most pleasing Illustrations of such Items as citadel towers,
bastions, castle walls, gatehouses, arches, Vauban bastion and curtain wall, towers, stairs, sheds and
houses to be placed Inside curtain walls, and then - for the Fantasy-fiends, such esoteric dtems as
dwarf mountains, dungeons, wizard's towers, twin pillars, altar of the serpent god, etc., etc. Manu
factured In America, these may well be a bit pricey by our standards but In these Inflation—ridden
days it IS not a bad Idea to buy things when you see them because next time you want them they will
cost you twice as much!

Another Interesting HERITAGE Item are their COLOURS which they claim are "not Just another line
of paints but a whole new system". The range consists of primers, paints, protective coatings and
brushes and are claimed to consist of a white water-based primer that will etch Into metal with no
strong fumes; a set of miniature paints that are In the required shades with little or no mixing and
designed In family groups to shade and highlight figures. They are said to dry quickly, have strong
caps and low profile non-breakable plastic Jars that won't get knocked over. They also have metalllcs
that give a realistic appearance and they are said to make chain-mail look worn and weather-beaten
rather than a sparkling brand-new chrome car bumper. They have a matt protective coating for a
natural cloth look and a gloss glaze. All are said to bond Into one solid sheath that will not rub
off, flake off or chip off. There Is an Interesting pamphlet available that gives some very detailed
painting Instructions In what they call their three-step system. Look out for more details of this
range which bears such attractive names as Confederate grey; boot black; Polish crimson; Colonial
khaki; a Rebel butternut; military leather; gun-stock brown; woodsman green; brass button; Ancient
bronze and ruddy flesh. In America ̂  ounce Jars cost 59 cents each; A ounce Jars 02.25 and brushes
at various prices (work this out with the dollar at about 01.78).

From Bryan Ansell of ASGARD MINIATURES (15 Furlong Avenue, Arnold, Nottingham) I have received
their latest range of Greeks and the following comments from Bryan - "Now we are manufacturing both
McEwan and Dragon Tooth Fantasy figures under licence, I think the time has come for me to concentrate
on producing "straight" figures for our own Asgard range." He says he Is going to send me samples as
they come out because after all, "It was you and your book Wargames that got me Into this thing to
start with!" Having an authority on Ancient wargamlng on the premises In my son, I always pass over
figures In those periods to him for appraisal with the knowledge that he Is a most honest and stern
critic (find me a 17 year old wargamer who Isn't!). Peter reported extremely favourably on these
figures saying that they were the only range of really Ancient Greeks on the market; he liked their
strong "chunky" appearance but remarked that, although claimed to be 25mm range, they are slightly
bigger than other maker's ranges In this scale. At 15p each the following figures are now available
- Hopllte, Corinthian Helmet; Cretan Archer; Sllnger; Hopllte, Ionic Helmet; Light Clubman; Hopllte,
Doric Helmet; Light Javellnman; Peltast; Trumpeter; Officer; Spartan Hopllte; Theban Hopllte, Thraclan
Peltast with Rhomphala. The rest of the Asgard list Is filled with Fantasy figures which to me
strongly resemble cartoon characters. 1 never fall to be amazed at the variety of figures and the
diversity of titles - The Silent Shambler; The Drlzzlebrlnger King of the Swamp Giants; a webfooted
Everet: a female Ghoul, (when I was a lad I used to know a dance-hall In London that specialised In
these!); a Deneblan Slime Devil and a Skyscooter which should pass any MOT test. I hope that John
Walker and Bryan Ansell will pardon my facetlousness and adopt my belief that It Is better to be
abused than Ignored!

Cameron Robinson of MODEL FIGURES AND HOBBIES of Northern Ireland who regularly advertise In this
magazine Is a wargamer of long-standing with an Interesting and frank turn of phrase. I well remember
,the very first time we met at a London convention where Neville Dickinson and I were doing an "Aces-
wlld" Colonial wargame demonstration and this young lad with a soft Irish brogue standing In the front
kept on criticising the realities of the game - It was a bit like political heckling! A later exchange
of acrimonious letters followed but It was not long before all was forgiven and forgotten and we became
the good friends we remain. In a recent letter Cameron writes - "Talking of prices - do you remember
how Hlnton-Hunt figures were considered expensive In the early sixties? Now the world and his wife are
Into wargames figures and charging the earth - maybe Barnum was right when he said "Never give the
Suckers an even break". A state of mind which bodes 111 for the hobby." Well It Is a controversial
problem and one on which I have mixed feelings. Both Frank Hlnchllffe and Neville Dickinson, the two
largest and among the most experienced of wargames figures manufacturers In this country, tell me quite
convincingly that the current price of wargames figures Is uneconomical and that they should cost much
more because of the high price of metal, overheads, etc., etc. If this Is the case then we may well
find wargamers using smaller armies and/or plastic figures - or else we might get back to those glori
ous days when we converted, moulded and cast our own - but that Is hardly the sort of comment one
should put In a feature dealing with the latest commercial Items, Is It?

There are fascinating signs of what can optimistically be termed a watershed or milestone In the



progress of the hohhy of wargaming. Both revolve around amhltious efforts by well-known commercial
dealers to make available to the wargaming public ranges and types of figures otherwise beyond
their reach. This is both exciting and beneficial, particularly so in the first case because it
could mean that many younger wargamers will enter (or stay in) the hobby because of the availability
of quite inexpensive figures, whereas they might be discouraged by the current and ever-increasing
cost of metal figures which, I hasten to add, is economically justified although possibly unpalat
able to wargamers who find these constant increases in price difficult to comprehend or to handle.

The first of these exciting projects is very fully described in this month's full-page advert
of MINIATURE WARFARE LIMITED on the inside rear cover of this issue. Their enthusiasm and acumen

in importing these fine HO scale plastic wargames figures from Italy deserves to be supported and
in so doing the wargamer is also doing himself a favour. At the price these figures are unparalleled
by all known ranges with the possible exception of Airfix and Spencer-Smith 30mm plastics. They are
beautifully detailed and in exciting and original positions, besides being beautifully presented in
a quite unique range that includes scenery, ships, siege-engines, etc., etc. I note that it is even
possible to buy a set containing a Roman Coliseum or amphitheatre suitable for chariot racing or
gladiatorial contests (this is not shown in Miniature Warfare's advert but is depicted on the rear
of their brightly coloured box containing Roman cavalry and chariots). I am no stranger to Atlantic
figures, having not only chased around France buying numerous sets of Egyptians, but also persuading
my secretary on holiday in Italy to also bring me back a number of sets. Here in Southampton it has
been possible sometimes to buy the World War Two ranges and a number of these figures can be detected
in the many photographs contained in my recent book "Wargaming Airborne Operations". As already
mentioned, they are beautifully detailed and moulded and paint up well - but it is quite essential
that they should be first washed in a detergent solution to take off grease and ideally, after paint
ing, sprayed with one of the protective varnishes so that the paint does not .-crack'^when these malle
able plastic figures are accidentally bent.

George Erik, that enthusiastic proprietor of MINIATURE WARFARE has obtained a starting stock of
Atlantic and says he is very impressed with them, anticipating that they will sell out quickly but
further deliveries have been promised. He hopes to be able to advertise armoured vehicle packs and
diorama packs of AFVs and troops shortly with possibly some Western figures and American Civil War.

MINIATURE WARFARE are still having trouble with the date for taking over their new offices but
hope that they will be in position and ready for business on about the 21st June. I imagine that it
will be a very colourful and interesting shop and George Erik will probably have to cope with quite
a large number of browsers!

The second exciting thing is the now highly active link-up between HINCHLIFFE MODELS LIMITED
and the American firm of HERITAGE (mentioned earlier in this feature). This liaison places at the
disposal of the British wargamer vast ranges of figures of all types and in all scales which other
wise would be denied him. We are familiar with the beautifully produced Heritage 15mm Napoleonics
which, along with other makes of this scale, could reasonably claim to have revolutionised wargam
ing by making available first-class castings of figures in a smaller scale that enables more of them
to be used on the table at a price obviously lower than their larger counterparts. This month's
offerings are as follows - British Command packs: Hussar; Light dragoon; Scots Grey; Dragoon and
Household cavalry. Austrian Artillery packs: Foot artillery crew; Horse team limber and riders; 6pdr
gun and 7pdr howitzer.

I make no secret of the fact that I do not understand anything about Fantasy wargaming but I
know a good figure when I see one and the five Fantasy ADVENTURE PACIfe of 25mm scale pieces are
exceptionally well produced, being beautifully detailed and cast. The range is selling at £1.05p
per pack and I have in front of me the following - Giant cobra; Medusa; River Troll with Trident;
Good wizard and Evil Wizard. My immediate reaction is to look at them and see what could be used
in other spheres and whilst I can think of no conceivable use in my circles for the Giant cobras, I
can well imagine the wizards being suitably painted up and taking their place as pilgrims or
travellers in some Medieval set-up; the River Trolls with Trident could, at a pinch, represent the
Viking Berserkers and the Medusa figures, out off at the waist could represent luscious damsels in
distress, peering through turret windows or over ramparts of castles of the Middle Ages!

No such stretches of the imagination are required for the VALIANT MINIATURES packs of 1:2000
scale sailing men-of-war of the Napoleonic period which, under the heading of FIGHTING SAIL sell
at 90p per pack. I have seen the following - 100 gun ship of the line; Ik gun ship of the line;
kk gun frigate; 36 gun frigate and 20 gun sloop of war. Once again they arouse in me that great
urge that I hope to get around to fulfilling one day of re-fighting Napoleonic Naval battles - pre
face by a suitable inspirational period of re-reading the Hornblower series. Beautifully designed
with full sails set I imagine that these little ships would look extremely realistic and most
satisfying when constructed and painted.

Similarly packed are the STARDATE 3000 sets of interstellar battle cruisers which can be used
to simulate Science Fiction aerial wargames suitably inspired by such films as "Star Wars" no
doubt. At 90p per pack the selection I have in front of me is as follows - Intruder IID Scout;
Vigilante IIIC Interceptor; 'Phantom VB Assault ship; Alien Banshee Scout and Alien Vampire Inter
ceptor. I am afraid I can think of no conceivable way in which I can use these in othfer th£in the
roles for which they are intended - very regrettable!

Beautifully presented and with a coloured photograph of the figure concerned are the 5^mm
Collector's pieces designed by VALIANT MINIATURES of America. Coming in a most attractive and un
usual range of, at the moment, British Colonial, Old West and World War Two, I imagine that these
figures will paint up quite beautifully and will no doubt be much sought after by those among us who
not only wargame but paint up these larger pieces - I fear that, with )!■ the possible exception of
Wyatt Earp and Doc Holliday, their positions are a little too passive for them to be used as
Individual Skirmish figures. Those I have seen are as follows - World War II German SS mounted
cavalryman; 31st Mountain Artillery Battery Gunner, India; British Officer, 27th Light cavalry.



•Indiem Army; Niak, 101st Grenadiers, Indian Army; Wyatt Earp; Doc. Holliday and Geronlmo. There is
also a very impressive 90mm statuette of Rommel selling at £4.59p, where the designer has truely
caught the facial features and a characteristic pose of this, the hest known and most popular of
World War Two enemy commanders.

It must he stressed, and has prohahly not heen made clear in what has already heen written here,
that while these figures are colourfully packed in the American style, they are ALL PRODUCED AND
MARKETED IN THE U.K. UNDER LICENCE BY HINCHLIFFE MODELS LIMITED. They represent the styles and
talents of more than ten of America's most prominent miniature sculptures, each with his own concept
of just what a miniature should he and offer the British wargamer and collector an exciting and dis
tinctive new field within the hohhy.

Having said all that ahout Americans and unfamiliar models, let us get hack to more familiar
fields in the form (shape?) of two fine 75mm figures hy Julian Benassi, produced and sold through
HINCHLIFFE MODELS LIMITED. Sculptured in his usual' distinctive and emphatic style, these two models
are most impressive examples of relatively unusual Napoleonic figures - Austrian Infantryman 1809 and
French Napoleonic Mounted Gendarme (Army of Spain 1810). Both will he colourful and impressive when
made up and painted hy collectors more accomplished in those fields than myself. Therein lies a
slight tinge of envy bordering on frustration in that even if Time allowed the personal talent just
not exist for me to do adequate justice to such fine examples of the model soldier designer's art.
Having said that, and coming to the last of this huge pack of samples, the 80mm Benassi figure of a
Private of the Parachute Regiment at Arnhem in Septemher 19kk, is something that I must certainly
try to persuade one of my more talented friends to paint for me. I am very much in to this^particular
aspect of World War Two, having spent a considerable part of last year researching airborne warfare
for my hook on that subject; visiting Arnhem and prowling around there for a few days, "then seeing the
film "A Bridge Too Far" and finally - a highlight - a personal meeting with Major-General John D.
Frost who, that outstanding airborne soldier who commanded the force that made the Bruneval Raid and
then held the bridge at Arnhem for nine days. Julian Benassi seems to me to have caught the stance
for this man and his sharply detailed uniform and equipment should mean that the resulting figure is
highly impressive. Selling at £k.50p, I imagine it will he much sought after hy collectors.

FROM THE ADVERTS; HEROICS AND ROS FIGURES advertise a new set of rules BATTLES WITH MICRO-TANKS hy
M.Greenan at £1.05p post free; said to include fast moving, accurate combat for armour, infantry and
ground attack in 1:300 scale. The JOHN PIPER collection is a rapidly growing series of contemporary
SATO, Soviet and*Warsaw Pact military vehicles and equipment, finely modelled in the accepted Inter
national Recognition scale of 1:1000. Complementing the collection is a wide range of realistic land
scape items such as shell shattered trees and many other types in leaf, barbed wire, fencing and
obstacles in a range of scales. Send for catalogue to John Piper (Accessories) Ltd., 25 Cowleaze Road,
Kingston-upon-Thames, Surrey KT2 6ED. ALMARK PUBLISHING COMPANY LIMITED (49 Maiden Way, New Maiden,
Surrey KT3 6EA) advertise a new book PAINTING, DETAILING AND CONVERTING NAPOLEONIC FIGURES by Geoff
Mills, with 12 full colour photos, 30 black-and-white photos and many instructional line drawings at
£1.95p. GREENHILL MINIATURES (Thingummies Ltd., 32-34 Ridgway, Wimbledon, London SWI9) besides pro
ducing 52mm Medievals, have recently purchased 180 moulds of models by the late Richard Courtenay,
whose Medieval figures and knights in armour are almost legendary in the world of 5kmm models. They
are going into production later this year. NAVWAR (48 East View, Barnet, Herts EM5 5TN) specialise in
all cast metal waterline models in various scales. They have a fine line of World War Two 1:1200 ships
and some very interesting Renaissance ships in the same scale. Ancient galleys complete with oars and
separate masts at 30p a packet. They also produce ships of the Greek Successor Period; the Roman-
Carthaginian period and the late Roman Republic/imperial period in the same scale and 1:300 scale pre-
World War One warships besides rules specially for those scaled ships under the heading of GENERAL
QUARTERS (Part One) - World War Two Naval Wargames at £1.30p. WARGAMES RESEARCH GROUP (75 Ardingly
Drive, Goring by Sea, Sussex) now offer Renaissance Army Lists to go with their rules for 1490-1660.
Forty-one representative armies with a great many variations are shown for this colourful period.
Army Lists - £1.10p. Rules - £1.50p including postage in the U.K. SKYTREX LIMITED (who advertise in
these pages) offer in their AIR 3OO range of 1:300 scale Aircraft all representative types of aircraft
required for use with the book AIR BATTLES IN MINIATURE 1939-19^5 by M.Spick (reviewed elsewhere in
these pages). Under the heading of "Museiun Range" that veteran wargamer Z.M.Iwaszco (62a College Road,
Harrow, Middlesex HAl 2AH) has produced a range of British infantrymen in three sizes - 1:276 scale
with weapon at lOp each; 20mm with weapon at 9p each and 15mm without weapon at 8p each. Plastic
moulded parachutes also available in three sizes. Those who remember "Bish" Iwaszco's wonderful war-
games set-up and rules of some years back can recommend that these figures will be of a high standard.

Readers will no doubt be fascinated at the considerable research carried out by Terry Wise in his
OBSERVATION POST feature in the June 1978 issue of Battle Magazine, dealing with the difficulties,
delivery delays, and reliability of the commercial figure manufacturers and similar organisations
supplying various items for our hobby. Read this and find out why you sometimes have to wait so long
for your order!

THE PLACE OF FANTASY IN WARGAMING - Continued from Page \7-

Given such a favourable environment. Fantasy and SF Gaming should spread like wildfire.

As to the question of whether you should exclude Fantasy from your magazine, I would say it will
soon become moot. In a few years, the D & D fans will have not one, but several magazines of their
own and it will be impractical to try to cover both hobbies in a single publication. In the short
term, you might consider printing the better sort of Fantasy submissions, if only to preserve friendly
relations with the new crowd. You might also consider launching another magazine, say Fantasygamers
Newsletter, to meet the Fantasy market without crowding Historical Wargames out of Wargamers News-
letter. TSR has done something of the sort in this country, dividing their all-purpose Strategic
Review ijito two magazines, one for Fantasy (and SF) and one for Wargaming.



BOOK REVIEWSTOAPONS and equipment of THE^V^

manuscript, In due course Barry appointed John
Mollo to illustrate the hook - a highly fortunate
choice and one that could hardly he bettered.
John Mollo is one of that talented trio of ,'
brothers (Boris is archivist at the National Army
Museum and Andrew is a writer-illustrator and |HHH
film maker) and is responsible for military HMR
advice and design of the films "Charge of the HHh
Light Brigade" and "Barry Lyndon" (both noted for
their excellent military detail and colour^ BB|
Currently, John has recently returned from JH|R
California where he was presented with the '
Academy Award for the best film design of the year for his costumes and effects of that amazing film
STAR WARS. The line drawings are quite first class and many of them, showing tactical formations of
the period, are of great value to wargamers. The AO original photographs and engravings acquired
from the National Army Museum and private collections ably illustrate one of the most colourful
periods of military history that ran through the eventful years of 1837-1901. One cannot properly
review ones own book but I would like to say that I consider this to be by far the finest format of
any book that my many publishers have turned out for me and its striking scarlet book jacket has been
submitted by them as their entry for the annual contest "The Most Striking Book Jacket of the Year".
The contents of the book begin with an Introduction discussing the background of the Victorian
soldier, his many campaigns and his life both at peace and at war. Then follow chapters on muskets
and rifles; the bayonet; the sword; pistols and revolvers; the lance; machine-guns; artillery;
mountain guns; rockets; equipment and a comprehensive bibliography. I am very proud of this book
and I hope that it will prove interesting and useful to those among you who can afford that sort of
price.

The University of Oklahoma Press, 1005 Asp Avenue, Norman, Oklahoma 73019, U.S.A. have produced
a group of most interesting books on World War Two. The first is a book claimed to be different in
that it is"a revealing look at fourteen notable German commanders of Hitler's Wehrmacht, written by
one who, himself a renowned Panzer general, served with or under them. The list recalls wartime head
lines: Hermann Balck; Sepp Dietrich; Baron von Fritsch; Heinz Guderian; Walter Kruger; Erich von
Manstein; Hasso von Manteuffel; Horst von Mellenthin; Walter Model; Helmuth von Pannwitz; Friedrich
Paulus; Erwin Rommel; Ferdinand Schoruer and Walther Wenck. Since these men commanded forces in the
Balkans, France, North Africa, Poland, Russia and finally Germany itself, their careers encompass most
of German's land war. Though there are vivid personal accounts of decisive battles and campaigns, the
book is no mere recital of events and careers. It is a penetrating look at each commander's character,
temperament, leadership, politics, and flaws minor and fatal. The author, an astute student of men at
war, observed the generals steadily and closely, at their ease, in strategy sessions, and, most reveal-^
ing of all, under fire." With 250 pages, illustrations and battle maps, this book GERMAN GENERALS OF
WORLD WAR II by F.W.von Mellenthin sells at 08.95. Other books of related interest include PANZER
BATTLES by F.W.von Mellenthin at i^9.95: MUNICH by Keith Euban at 09.95; ZHUKOV by Otto Preston Chaney
Jr., Foreword by Malcolm Mackintosh at 015 and ANZIO: Epic of Bravery by Fred Sheehan at 08.95*

AIR BATTLES IN MINIATURE - A Wargamers' Guide to Aerial Combat 1939-19A5 by Mike Spick. (l60
pages'! 9i" x 6^"; 46 photographs; 35 maps and diagrams. Patrick Stephens - £4.95p).

The obvious start to this review is to disclaim the publisher's Press handout that this is the
".... first full-length study of the aerial aspect of wargaming ...." Actually, the first full-length
study of the aerial aspect of wargaming was the book AIR WARGAMES by Donald Featherstone published by
Stanley Paul in 1966 and subsequently re-printed on at least one occasion. And that is just about
where the similarity ends because the two books are as different as chalk and cheese - my own book
stressing the "games" aspect of wargaming whereas this latest volume is more of a technical treatise.
In fact, so packed is it with facts and figures that I felt almost bludgeoned as I sought.to find the
practical details of reproducing aerial combat in miniature (and almost motionless). This book con
forms very ably to today's inelination towards packing wargames books with every conceivable aspect
even remotely connected to warfare - I suppose I helped the trend on the way with my TANK BATTLES IN
MINIATURE - The Western Desert Campaign (also published by Patrick Stephens); their Editor Bruce
Quarrie has perpetuated it in his book on Napoleonic warfare. Who can say they are wrong when such an
eminent author as Len Deighton did a similar thing to a fictional work in "BOMBER"? I imagine that
AIR BATTLES IN MINIATURE contains just about all the details and minutiae required by even the most
enthusiastic and intense air wargamer. But therein might lie a disadvantage in that many of us, my
self included, could just not be bothered to wade through it to find out how to move a few miniature
aircraft in a manner that, because of the essential lack of speed, must at best have only the most
vague bearings on realism. It is interesting to note that Mike Spick names nine people who aided him



nf. in producing his hook which leaves me to think I have done quite well in producing ahout twenty war-
games hooks aided only hy a cartographer! However in justification it is only fair to say that this
hook is far more technically advanced than anything in the wargaming field that I have written - if
only because the author is successfully seeking to disseminate what he considers to he the necessary
technical details whereas I have always regarded wargaming as a game pure and simple. In point of
fact, the original hook AIR WARGAMES was only written in my.early days to form a triology with "WAR-
GAMES" and "NAVAL WARGAMES" and in its research and writing it became evident that all wargaming
hearing only the most coincidental resemblance to real warfare, wargaming with model aircraft is
perhaps the least authentic of them all. Nevertheless, having said all that, may I praise the author
for his level of research, his clarity of expression and the undoubted enthusiasm which radiates from
the book, plus his publishers for putting out such a nicely produced and attractive looking volume.

TANKS AND OTHER TRACKED VEHICLES IN SERVICE by B.T.White. (7f" x 5i"; 155 pages; 6k-page full
colour section plus some black-and-white line drawings. Blandford Press — £3*95p)*

This is the latest addition to the Blandford "Mechanised Warfare in Colour" series and describes
and illustrates most of the important tracked fighting vehicles in service today. This makes an
essential book for those wargamers seeking to reproduce the so far imaginary conflicts of the age in
which we live. Written by an author whose name is a by-word in this field, the book gives authorita
tive technical descriptions of such AFVs as main battle tanks down to the small Japanese self—propelled
mounting for twin recoilless rifles. Other types of track vehicles featured are amphibious tanks,
infantry combat vehicles, self—propelled artillery, guided missile carriers/launchers serving^anti
tank, anti-aircraft and inter-continental ballistic missile functions, as well as many varieties of
specialised armoured vehicles for bridge-laying, tank recovery and mine clearing, etc. The impact
made upon the military and wargaming world by these beautifully produced Blandford books is consider
able and this volume can stand up proudly alongside the others.

HEAVY AUTOMATIC WEAPONS by Denis Archer - Jane's Pocket Book 19. (7i" x ki"; 2k0 pages; more
than 150 photographs. Macdonald and Jane's - £3.50p limp cover, e^.50p hardback).

These pocket digests of weapon information in their way are as significant to wargamers and
military enthusiasts as the series reviewed above and their impact is similar. This volume is prim
arily concerned with guns used by soldiers to perform tasks beyond the capabilities of a light machine
gun but less demanding than those for which artillery may be employed. All the weapons described are
automatic in the sense of being self-loading but can in normal use be manually aimed and fired at a
visible target. Every conceivable piece of non-restricted information about these weapons is given
together with a photograph (and considering their contemporary role very frightening it is!). The
book deals with the weapons of every major power in the West and behind the Iron Curtain together
with such other cou.itries as Sweden and Switzerland, Its contents range from weapons with calibres
less than 7.62mm up to those with calibres of 40mm or more and it is claimed that the weapon informa
tion covers a period extending from Autumn 1976 to Spring 1977 so that it is bang up-to-date. The
weapons and their mountings are arranged in ascending order of calibre in alphabetical order of
country of origin within each calibre division and roughly in chronological order. There is a useful
index and all-in-all it is a very comprehensive and information-packed little book.

RULES BY A PROFESSIONAL MILITARY HISTORIAN

Paddy Griffith, who is a lecturer of military history at the Royal Military Academy Sandhurst,
is well known to readers of this magazine for his thoughtful researches into the practical means of
reproducing in miniature on a wargames table the authentic tactics and possibilities of actual
historical conflict.

Now I hear that he is currently perfecting, by way of a "wargamer's testament" a collection of
rules - about a dozen sets in all - which represent the games he has invented over the past five
years at the Royal Military Academy Sandhurst, Paddy does not have to be vain to imagine that they
will be of interest to the wider wargaming community. His letter containing details of these rules
reads as follows;-

"They include a number of totally original types of game, as well as some which have rather more
in common with existing games. None, however, is completely devoid of new or different elements. (I
have also a "second team" of rules which are adaptations from the more usual types of game, but these
would not be of such great interest, I feel). The games include -

i) "Free kriegspiels" (see February '78 "Wargamer's Newsletter", and May '78 "Battle for War
gamers", for outlines; these rules would fill in the gaps) - such specialist games as sieges, guerilla
warfare, and tactical exercises without troops.

ii) Serious, historical games - attempts to bring more realism and playability into the larger
scale wargame, stressing problems of higher command. These games include: Napoleonic brigade game
(alluded to in a forthcoming article for "Airfix"), Napoleonic army game (which attracted considerable
attention in the "Wargamer's Newsletter" a couple of years ago). Second World War divisional level
game, and Second World War air and naval game (including rules used for R.M.A. Sandhurst "Operation
Sealion" wargame, 1974, as reported in the "Sunday Telegraph" etc.)

iii) Silly Games - A clutch of light hearted skirmish games, for personalised, low level action
- includes a Second World War street fighting game, a Glasgow gang fight game, a Napoleonic guerilla
game, and a "Magical gladiators' quest game.""

As Paddy says, he has written articles about some of these games in the Newsletter but has never
given the full rules. He is now offering a "definitive version" with perhaps a general gloss. Well
over half of the games are completely new and have never been referred to in print. Each game will
probably be presented by 2,000-5,000 words of text with a short introduction and Paddy is hoping to
either have them published as three separate pamphlets or as one book, with descriptive diagrams and
perhaps illustrations.

Paddy is having the usual current difficultieswith finding a publisher for this material but it
is hoped that this problem will be overcome and that wargamers will have the benefits at their dis
posal of the deeply thinking yet invariably practical wargamer.



NOTICE BOARD
AIRFIX MAGAZINE - June 1978. In addition to all the usual In-depth information on military

vehicles, aircraft, ships, etc., contains for the wargamer the first of a new series of conversion
articles hy Terry Wise on Napoleonic wargames figures (extremely useful and well written) and a
report on the recent IJunliridge Wells Wargames Convention. Book reviews, letters, etc., and their
free classified adverts reader service make this a good issue.

AVALON HILL GENERAL - March-April 1978. For the hoard-wargamer - articles on the evolution of
game D-Day plus articles on hoardgames Victory in the Pacific plus some useful scenarios for Caesar's
Legions. Also includes a New Games Preview Guide.

BATTLE - June 1978. Very attractive cover showing arch-enthusiast Peter Gilder in the impressive
ly elaborate studio set of the new "Battleground" TV series for wargamers hy Tyne Tees Television. A
very good issue containing fine features hy Terry Wise and others. New Items, hooks, etc., and good
articles on the Scots Brigade in the service of the Netherlands hy Charles Grant; Borodino refought;
Notes on terrain for wargamers; Phil Barker with the first of a two-part discussion on the advantages
of smaller-scale wargaming; Tony Bath's Hyhoria; Charlie Grant with another of his Tahle-top Teasers
- an Advance Guard Action; Battlefields then and now Sedgemoor 1685; Stuart Asquith refights the hattle
of Roundway Down 13th July 16^3 and there is a good explanatory article on the television series
mentioned earlier which, in addition to Peter Gilder, features a lot of old friends such as David
Chandler, Paddy Griffith, Charlie Wesencraft, etc.

BATTLEFLEET - Journal of the Naval Wargames Society - April 1978. Contains articles on the Naval
hattle of Finisterre 17^7; a review of the Navwar rules "General Quarters"; Naval wargaming in the
Post War period 1950-1978; information on building model ships plus reports on wargames, features, etc.

CFFH - Bulletin of the Club Francais de la Figurine Historique - March 1978. In French, hut well
illustrated and understandable. Contains good illustrated article on Bronze guns; Belgium infantry
during the French Revolutionary periods; heraldry and armorial hearings (very useful for the Medieval
wargamer); Order of Battle for Borodino 1812 plus some black-and-white plates on Napoleonic cavalry.

MILITARY AFFAIRS - April 1978. Published for the American Military Institute hy the Department
of History, Kansas State University, this fine and scholarly magazine contains good articles on French
Tactical Doctrine 1870-191^ (with some good pictures); the 105mm howitzer; Background to the French
Failures of August 1914; The Baltic Islands Operation of World War One plus first-class revies on
hooks, articles, etc.

t; MILITARY MODELLING - June 1978. Maintains its usual high standard of excellently illustrated
articles on the French National Army Museum in Paris; The Conqueror tank with scale plans for modellers;
numerous articles on military uniforms of various periods; French World War One trench guns; the use
of balsa wood in modelling; features on the latest models, kits, hooks, etc.

SAVAGE AND SOLDIER - Vol.X: No.l. A beautifully homespun magazine for those fighting Colonial
wargames that deserves to he supported. A nice article on the re-made film "The Four Feathers" hy
Doug Johnson; A History of the Punjab Frontier Force; Gunboats for Colonial wargaming: A theoretical
examination of the disaster at Isandhlwana (very useful when compiling Colonial rules); and a fine
article reviewing the latest Colonial figures.

SOLDIER MAGAZINE - May 1978. Beautifully produced magazine of today's British Army, contains
excellent articles on the modern army, its vehicles and equipment plus features on their activities
both Home and Abroad, plus a feature on the Royal Army Pay Corps Museum; the recent 3rd Armoured
Division exercises, etc. June 1978 - the same regularvfeatures such as first-class hook and military
LP reviews plus articles on the Joint Warfare Establishment; The Gurkhas in training; The Royal Army
Medical Corps Museum, etc., etc.

THE :VEDETTE - Journal of the National Capital Military Collectors. For some reason three issues
have arrived at once. Winter 1977 - article on hidden movement for wargamers; black and white line
drawings of American Militia 18th and 19th centuries; review of English 54mm "Britains type" model
soldiers; and Paper'soldiers. Fall 1977 - articles on painting miniatures; hand-carved soldiers; more
black-and-white line drawings of American Militia; Insurance for model soldier collections; colours of
horses; Old Toy Sailors; The Russian Army in the Seven Years War and Charlie ShJeet, veteran wargamer.
Summer 1977 - Painting miniatures; a Military Tour of Canada; more black-and-white drawings of
American Militia; a Wargamers' Corner with some good information. All copies contain good reviews of
the latest model soldiers, books, etc.

WAR MONTHT.Y - Issue 53. Continues to be nicely produced with plenty of pictures and interesting
articles. This issue contains Coronel to Falklands World War One sea battle; V-1 as a kamikazi suicide
bomb; Old Contemptible 1914; T.S.R.-2 aircraft; The Atlantic Wall; and The Battle for Peter's Corner
during the Allied push for Tunis, written by a German who took part in the battle.

ANSWERS TO MILITARY QUIZ on Page If

1. Sir John Moore.

2. Plassey 23 June 1757.

3. Last battle at which a King of England was present in person.

4. Albuhera l6 May 1811.

5. a) 2 October T.799: b) 12 September 1882; c) 3 March 1811: d) 29 December 1843 and
e) 4 May 1799-
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THE WOODFORD BOOKSHOP

Out-of-print and secondhand books specialising in
Military, Naval and Aviation

Collections and single items purchased.
Periodic Military Book Catalogues issued. SAE for sample copy.

DONALD HALL

Orders, Decorations and War Medals bought and sold
Modern Gallantry Awards are of special interest.

Send SAE for an example of our periodic catalogues.

BOTH AT:

33 VICTORIA RD., SOUTH WOODFORD, E18 1LJ
Telephone: 01 -989 4536

RADIO CONTROL
SYSTEM FOR 1:35

1:15&1:24
SCALE TANKS

HINODE PLACON
101 &R36 'Hlnode" radio control
systems for 1:15, 1:25 & 1 ;35 scale model tank kits with
remote two motor drive units.

1:35 Scale System, PLACON 101/27

RETAIL INC VAT £25.00 POST PAID. UK ONLY
Equipment contains 27MHZ transmitter/receiver, pre-wired twin
motors, battery box, on/off switch, batteries for both transmitter and
receiver, tank antennae, fitting and operating instructions.
The above system can be installed in any make of 2 motor (remote) tank
Kit in 1/35 scale. For example: Tamiya, Nichimo, Bandai.
N.B. The motors supplied with Placon 101 are of special design and
others cannot be substituted. There are on/off switches on both tank
receiver and transmitter for when radio controlis not required. Range
varies from 30ft. to 60ft. plus, according to cortditions.

HINODE R36 RETAIL INC VAT £37,00
Radio control system for 1:15 and 1:25 scale remote (2 motor) tanf
kits. For example: Tamiya, Nichimo, Bandai.
System contains: 27MHZ transmitter and receiver, pre-wired harness
for battery installation and motor lead connections, batteries, tank
antennae, on/off switch, installation and running instructions.
The system utilizes existing moto from tank kit andsupressor chokes
are supplied with wiring harnr rr plug in operation.
On/off switches are supplied for both transmitter and receiver on tank
for when radio control is not required.
Range varies from 30ft. to fiOft. according to conditions
SEND S.A E, FOR LEAFLET

SOLE U.K. DISTRIBUTORS: EURO-MODELS. P.O. BOX TK6 TWICKENHAM, TW1 2JD. 01-892 0688

EURO MODELS



61 WESTBURY STREET

THORNABY-ON-TEES,

TEESSIDE.

Ill

STS 22 Light laser cannon on
ground mount with two crew 65p

In USA:

Coulter-Bennet Ltd.,
12158 Hamlin St., North Hollywood,
Calif. 91606.

In Australia:

Truescale Model Imports,
P.O. Box 36, Osborne Park, Western
Australia 6017

POSTAGE RATES

Over £10 FREE

Under £10 10%

Catalogue (with P.P.) 82p

Please send S.A.E. for letters

requiring a reply.

CLIFF SANDERSON FANTASY
Another superb fantasy group from Cliff.
These figures can be displayed with the throne set or on their own.
They would also make excellent Turkish Harem girls;

SSM1s Dancing Girl (and round carpet)
SSM2 Girl sitting on cushion playing Lute
SSM3 Girl sitting on cushion playing Harp
SSM4 Girl sitting on cushion playing Drum

SSMIs at £1.95

Others at £1.70

Watch our ads soon for a very special addition to this
stunning fantasy world!

AL CHARLES
Al adds to his vignette series with a dramatic confrontation between
Alexander Nevsky and a Teutonic Knight.
A superb, eye catching diorama in 80mm.

ACV4 at £6.50

and Galactic Adventure in 54mm!

A new departure from Al as a reptilian alien warrior menaces our
ray pistol armed hero and heroine.
Comes on a display base.

ACPI at £7.50

THE NEW MODEL SOLDIER SHOP
162 INFIRMARY ROAD, SHEFFIELD, 863 DH : Tel: 77966

25inm ARMIES AND FORCES

Our Comprehensive Service has now been extended to Include many more armies and

forces. Existing lists have been revised and Improved. Alternatives are now available for

several armies. *New this month.

COMPLETE CATALOGUE AVAILABLE DURING APRIL. 58p post paid

ANCIENTS

1. Egyptian
2. Assyrian
3. Greek

4. Persian

* 5, Seleucid

* 6. Carthaginian
7. Caesarian Roman

8. British

* 9. Later Roman

*10. Sassanid Persian

*11. Byzantine
*12. Arabs

*13. Carolingian
14. Viking
15. Norman

16. Saxon

*17. Chinese

*18. Samurai

FANTASY

19. Mythical Earth
20. Sword & Scorcery
21. Dungeons & Dragons

MEDIEVAL

*22. Crusador

23. H.y.W, English
24. H.Y.W. French

25. War of Roses

RENAISSANCE

26. Polish

27. Turkish

28. Holy Roman Empire

FRENCH WARS OF RELIGION

*29. Hugenot
*30. Catholic

THIRTY YEARS WAR

*31. Swedish

*32. Imperial

ENGLISH CIVIL WAR

33. Roundheads

34. Cavalier

MALBURIAN

*35. British

*36. French

SEVENTY YEARS WAR

*37, English
*38. Prussian

AMERICAN WAR

OF INDEPENDENCE

39. American

40. British

NAPOLEONIC

41. British

42. French

43. Russian

44. Prussian

45. Austrian

46. Bavarian Wurtemburg

COLONIAL
*47. British

*48. Indian '
AMERICAN CIVIL WAR

49. Federal

50. Confederate

15mm

51. Royalist
52. Roundhead

Armies by Minifigs, Greenwood & Ball & Lamming £19.95 each
Post paid U.K. only. Minimum of 150 pieces

Renassiance armies by Hinchliffe £21.95 each.

Overseas add 25% Postage & Packing Opening Hours.
Artillery Units £1.10 extra each Monday - Friday 9.30am - 5.00pm
Chariots 98p extra each Closed all day Wednesday
Elephants £1.10 extra each Saturday 9.30am ■ 2.30pm

Stockists of too many manufacturers to mention
Armies are detailed to Regiments/Units including Officers. Standard Bearers.
Musicians, Cavalry & Personality figures where available.

SPACE WARGAME MODELS
Original Mela! Space Ships designed by Willi Brieker

ES1 Explorer Vehicle Hover Type 25p
ES2 Explorer Vehicle Tracked Type 25p
ESS Flying Saucer Scout Ship 25p
ES4 Fighter-Recce Ship 25p
ES5 Interstellar Patrol Vessel 25p
ESS Deep Space Assault Vessel 25p
ES7 Hunter-Destroyer Ship lOp
ESS Bat Fighter-Recce Ship lOp
ES9 Interceptor Fighter •. 7p
ES10 Large Flying Saucer Warship 55p

Postage 10% : Minimum lOp U.K.
S.A.E. for List : TRADE TERMS

AIRCRAFT in MINIATURE

170 Various Types

U.S.A. — U.K. — U.S.S.R. •

GERMANY — ITALY — JAPAN

MODERN and WWII AIRCRAFT

1/1250 Scale Metal Models

S.A.E. for full listings

MODEL FIGURES & HOBBIES
4 LOWER BALLOO RD.. GROOMSPORT, Co. DOWN, BT19 2LU, N.l.



THE NEW
MODEL ARMY (MINIATURES) LTD

Directors; Eric W. Know las and Ivy B. Knowles

373 HIGH STREET NORTH, MANOR PARK LONDON, El 2 6PG. Telephone: 01-472 2508
HOURS OF BUSINESS: S.SOam—6pm. MON. TO SAT.—CLOSED ALL DAY THURSDAY.

SPECIAUSING FOR WARGAMERS & MILITARY FIGURE COLLECTORS
THE FRIENDLY SHOP WITH THE LARGEST WARGAMES FIGURES STOCK IN LONDON

Figures by:
HINCHLIFFE
MINIATURE

FIGURINES
LAMMING
PHOENIX
MINOT
LASSET
ROSE

OLD GUARD
GARRISON
RAY LAMB

How to find us . . .

Ships by:
NAVWAR

ENSIGN
FLEETLINE

Micro Tanks by:
GHQ
ROS

Micro Scenery by
M.B.G. &
CANNON

MINIATURES

RUSKff^ AR/MS
PU8LICHOUSE

EASTHA/VI
DISTRICT LINE

NEW/MODEL
AR/MY I I
No 373

101 Bus route passes door

FULL RANGE OF PLASTIC KITS
AND ALL ACCESSORIES

LIMITED STOCKS OF MINI FIG "S" RANGE
PLEASE SEND S.A.E. FOR LIST

WE DO NOT HAVE ONE COMPREHENSIVE CATALOGUE
OF ALL THE MANY ITEMS WE STOCK.

ENQUIRIES WELCOME BUT PLEASE ENCLOSE SAE or
IRC FOR REPLY.

MAIL ORDER TERMS: 25p up to £3 and lOp in £ or
part of a £ thereafter. OVERSEAS: Surface add 30%.
Airmail add 60%.

WOT, NO DRA&ONS
DWARFS

NOR DUNGEONS?

NOf ■ IS/0 NODDY NOR BIG-EARS •

BUT OVER 550 WAR&ME5 ITEMS IN ISmm.*
FROM ancients through TO WORLD WAR 2.

PETER LAING 15mm METAL FIGURES

Send 12p (or sample flpuro end full list

PETER LAING

Minden, Button St. Nicholas, Hereford HR1 3BD
Tel. 518 (STD 043 272)

* THE scale WIT« a lot OF AOVAWTftfiES.

U.S. Wargsmets can obtain PETER LAING's metal 15mm llouies througtt
the following dealers

So/d/ez World. USA. P.O. Boxl 75 Shrewsbury, PA 17361

The Three Musqueteers 10531 Santana St. Lakeside, CA 92040

That's TOC {Tactical Operations Center) Box 297, Ft. Meade MD 20755

The Little Soldier 1776 Plaza, 1776 East Jefferson St., Rockville, MD 20852

Royal Hobby Shop 3806 East State Street. Rockford. ILL 61107

AUSTRALIA

sole agents

Battlefield P.O. Box 47 Wahroonga 2076 Australia



Eammins iUluiiaturEs!
MAKERS OF FINE METAL FIGURES & EQUIPMENT IN 25mm & 2nmm

CHANGE OF ADDRESS

All correspondence & enquiries should now be sent to

LAMMING MINIATURES, 254 WINCOLMLEE, HULL, HU2 OPZ.
We are hoping to keep the same Tel. No. 26896.

FULL CATALOGUE 30p.

— The Name For Quality —
25mm Figures forthe Wargamer and Collector

Ancient Britons — Romans — Sassanlds — Assyrians
Medlevals, Napoleonlcs, etc.

20mm WW II British, German, American and Civilians.
All cast In finest detail In high quality metal.

For Complete Catalogue send30p to:
LAMMING MINIATURES, 254 WINCOLMLEE, HULL, HU2 0PZ

BOOKS BY DONALD FEATHERSTONE - Personally inscribed to YOU, signed
by the author. Send cash with order to Wargamer's Newsletter, 69
Hill Lane, Southampton SOl 5AD. All prices below are for U.K. only
- overseas buyers (whether in sterling or their own currency) please
add 10^
WARGAMES - £4.20p. NAVAL WARGAMES - £5.60p. ADVANCED WARGAMES -
£3.25p. WARGAMES CAMPAIGNS - £3.^5p. WARGAMES THROUGH THE AGES -
Vol.1 3000 BC to 1500 AD - £^.35p. WARGAMES THROUGH THE AGES - Vol.-
II 1420-1783 - £3.75p. WARGAMES THROUGH THE AGES - Vol.1111792-
1859 - £4.90p. WARGAMES THROUGH THE AGES - Vol. IV 1863-1945 - i. 6.00

BATTLES WITH MODEL SOLDIERS - £4.45p. BATTLE NOTES FOR
WARGAMERS - £4.00p. WARGAMING ANCIENT AND MEDIAEVAL PERIODS
£4.25p. WARGAMING - PIKE AND SHOT PERIODS - £5.00p. TANK BATTLES
IN MINIATURE - The Western Desert Campaign - £3.10p. SKIRMISH
WARGAMTNG - £3.20p. POITIERS 1356 - £1.80p. AT THEM WITH THE
BAYONET! - £1.65p. COLONIAL SMALL WARS 1837-1901 - £5.55p. CAPTAIN
CAREY'S BLUNDER - £3.75p. BETTER MILITARY MODELLING - £2.75p.
WARGAMERS HANDBOOK OF THE AMERICAN WAR OF INDEPENDENCE 1775-1783 -

WARGAMING RULES: 1. Ancient Wargames (1000 BC to 900 AD) byTony
Bath. 2. Mediaeval period by Tony Bath. 3. 1750 Period in Europe
(with supplementary rules for operation in America) by Tony Bath.
4. Napoleonic by Donald Featherstone. 5. American Civil War by
Donald Featherstone. 6. Late 19th Century Wargames (incl. Colonial
Wars against Natives) by Donald Featherstone. 7. 1917 Period war-
game in German S.W. Africa (incl. rules for early tanks, armoured
cars, etc) by Donald Featherston^. 8. 1944 Normandy-type wargame
by Philip Barker. 9. Pike and Shot - English Civil War by Donald
Featherstone.

40p each or the set of 9 for £3.00p including postage.
WARGAMES TERRAIN - Illustrated booklet describing how to construct
realistic battlefields - 55p

ALL OBTAINABLE FROM THE EDITOR OF THIS MAGAZINE.
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At Games Centre, we have over 2,500 different Items always in stock, including every board
wargame, fantasy-game, rule book and magazine you've ever heard of — by S.P.I., Avalon
Hill, Game Designers' Workshop, Battleline, Metagaming Concepts, T.S.R., Simulation De
sign Corporation, Historical Perspectives, Judge's Guild, Flying Buffalo, Excalibre, Jedco,
Chaosium, Control Box, Eon, Third Millennia, Balboa, Watts, Bumpus, Fantasy Games
Unlimited, Gamma, Taurus, Maplay, Sopac, Sym-war, Warthog, Zocchi and many more.

call in at one of our shops, you can be sure of friendly personal service, and expert advice.

16J Hanway Street
London W1A 2LS

01-6368278ROoVn

2 Castle Street

Kingston Upon Thames
01-5496486ni AAQRABfi EVERY WARGAME6 8278 I 01 -549 o4ob Open six days a week — browsers welcome

Write for details of games by mail order — or see our advertisement each month in "Games & Puzzles" magazine.

HARROW
TELEPHONE;

01-863

9788

THE MODEL SHOP
190-194 STATION ROAD

HARROW, MIDDX.

JACKLEX 20 mm foot 9p CAV 20p
NEW! Mule drawn Maxim Gun and Crew £1 >35

NEW! The Sudan Campaign
Colonial Supply Wagon with four horse team etc, £3.00

set

E6 Egyptian Camel Corps Trooper 35p
E7 Egyptian Camel Corps Off 35p
F8 Baggara Swordsman on Camel 35p
F9 Baggara Rifleman on Camel 35p
F10 Baggara Standard Bearer on Camel 35p
F1 Hadendowah Swordsman

F2 Hadendowah Spearman
F3 Beja-Ben Amir Swordsman

El Sudanese/Egyptian Inf. Advancing
E2 Sudanese/Egyptian Inf. Firing
E3 Sudanese/Egyptian Inf. Off.
E4 Sudanese/Egyptian Inf. Cav' Lancer
E5 Sudanese/Egyptian Inf. Cav' Off.
F4 Jfhadia Rifleman

F5 Jihadia Swordsman
F6 Spearman
F7 Standard Bearer

COLONIAL CATLING GUN AND THREE CREW 70p

COLONIAL MULE GUN TEAM SET
6 mules, 6 handlers, 1 mountain gun
Ammo Box's etc. £3.fX)

COLONIAL FIELD GUN AND LIMBER SET
1 field gun, limber, 6 horse team
horse riders, limber riders, etc., £3.00

NAVAL BRIGADE

N1 AdvancingAdvancing
N2 Standing Firing
N3 Running Rifle Separate
N4 Off.

COLONIAL PERIOD 1890-1900 BRITISH ARMY

B1 Officer Marching
B2 Officer Firing Pistol
B3 Inf. Lying Firing
B4 Inf. Kneeling Firing

B5 Inf. Standing Firing
B6 Inf. Advancing
B7 Inf. Advancing Rifle Separate
B8 Inf. Marching
B9 Highland Off- Marching
BIO Highland Off. Firing Pistol
B11 Highland Inf. Lying Firing
812 Highland Inf. Kneeling Firing
B13 Highland Inf. Standing Firing
814 Highland Inf. Advancing
615 Highland Inf. Advancing Rifle Separate
B16 Highland Inf.
BC1 Cavalry Officer
BC2 Cavalry Lancer
BC3 Cavalry Trooper
INDIAN ARMY REGULAR
917 Officer Marching
B18 Officer Firing Pistol
819 Infahtry Lying Firing
820 Infantry Kneeling Firing
921 Infantry Standing Firing
B22 Infantry Advancing
823 Infantry Advancing Rifle Separate
B24 Infantry Marching
825 Infantry (Punjabi) on Guard
BC4 Cav' (Bengal) Lancer
ZULU WAR
BRITISH ARMY

B21 Officer Marching
BZ2 Officer Firing Pistol
BZ3 Infantry Lying Firing
BZ4 Infantry Kneeling Firing
6Z5 Infantry Standing Firing
BZ6 Infantry Advancing
8Z7 Infantry Advancing Rifle Separate
8Z8 Infantry Marching
ZULUS
ZZ1 Zulu Chief

ZZ2 Zulu Carrying Assagi
ZZ3 Zulu Throwing Assagi

INDIAN FRONTIER TRIBESMAN
T1 Chiet

T2 Tribesman Lying Firing

T3 Tribesman Kneeling Firing
T4 Tribesman Standing Firing
T5 Tribesman Charging with Sword & Shield
TCI Cavalry Chief
TC2 Cavalry (ilharging with Sword
TC3 Cavalry Charging with Rifle
TC4 Cavalry Charging with Rifle slung

RUSSIAN ARMY 1900

R1 Infantry On Guard Position
R2 Infantry Standing Firing
R3 Infantry Advancing Rifle Separate
R4 Infantry Advancing
R5 Infantry Officer Firing
R6 Cavalry Trooper
R7 Cavalry Officer
R8 Cossack Lancer
R9 Cossack Off.

Colonial Field Gun 60r
Colonial Mountain Gun 60p
Colonial Gun Crew (British) Consisting of 1 Officer, 1
Gunner with shell, 1 Gunner with Ramrod, 1 Gunner
Kneeling. Set 60p

Colonial Gun Crew (Indian)Consisting of 1 Officer Locking
through Binoculars
1 Gunner Kneeling with Shell
1 Gunner Kneeling with Ramrod
1 Gunner Kneeling. Set 60p

FIRST WORLD WAR

GERMAN ARMY
HI Infantry Advancing Rifle Separate
H2 Infantry Advancing
H3 Infantry Standing Firing
H4 Infantry Bomb Thrower
H5 Infantry Officer
BRITISH ARMY

H6 Infantry Advancing
H7 Infantry Advancing Rifle Separate
H8 Infantry Standing Firing
H9 Infantry Bomb Thrower
H10 Infantry Officer

Ail First War Figures wearing steel helmets.

Mall Order: Add 20p p. & p. up to £5. Over, post free U.K. only



lULL-SCALE TEIREI'ffiS,, approz £10.

ROI'IAE FIGURE PACKS 95T3t RO 1515. "The Roman Army" (appTOX 64 infantry figs), - 1516. "Thh
Roman Cavaliy" (approx 54 figs/pieces) - 1517 "The Gl^ators" (appiwx

60 figs/pieces).- DIOPAl-IA SETS at £5-25p. "Three Siege Catapults" (complete with figures). -
"Tvro Siege Towers" (complete with figures).
ARMI corps of world war II. 95-p each. NO 1563 "The Wehrmacht" (64 figs/pieces) - 1564. "The

English Army" (72 figs/pieces) - 1565. "The Commandos"(Allied) (64 rigs/
pices). - t566 "The Red Anay (Soviets) (92 figs/pieces). - 1567. "The It^ian Alpine Co^s"
(72 figs/pieces). - 1568 "The Frogmen"- can be adapted for any nation - (60 figs/pieces). -
1569. "The Afrika Korps" (l24 figs pieces). - 1570. "The In^an Army", Hindus, (72 figs/
pieces). - 1571 "The Bersaglieri", Italian, (72 figs/pieces). - 1572. "The Japanese Az^
(64 figs/pieces). - 1573. "The American Army".(68 figs/pieces). - 1574. " American Airborne
Troops" (60 figs/pieces).
COHIHG SOON 1 'Atlantic' -range of HO scale Armoxjred Vehicles, and Dior' Seta of Armoured

Yflhinlea with combat units, etc. for wargamers.

NOTE; * ¥e apologise for typing errors, due to rush to meet the printerSs deadline for June I

ORDERS MUST STATE NUMSER & TITLE OF EACH PACK, & INCLUDE COST PLUS
UCJ.O w.. charge. Under £10 add
all orders add 1^ in £. Overseas Sea Hail 20> in £.

•fVom June 7th to 21 at inclusive for
be some delav in processing orderM. •

PACKING & POSTAGE. ( U.K. Orders £10 or overjw
Europe i_ll — I i :

Overseas Air I'lail add 40^ irr As we are cli
RB).0RGANISATI0N & Extension of Premises there

MINIATURE WARFARE LTD. 18b The Pantiles,
Tunbridge Wells, Kent, England, ct.wells 37624)

SUPERR HO SCALE WARGAMES FIGURES FROM ITALY/
Probably the finest detailed PLASTIC figures in HO scale you have yet seen - Clean sharp
moulding for easier painting — Wide variety of action postures & equipment in every pack —

COIIPLEHE RANGE NOT YET AVAILABLE U.K. BUT WILL BE VERY SOON. MEANWHILE WE OFFER Tffll
FOLLOWING TITLES FROM STOCK, DIRECT SALE OR MAIL ORDER. THEY COME IN 'FIGURE PACKS AT 95p
EACH. OR 'DIORAI''IA SETS' AT £3-25p EACH. QUANTITY OF FIGUEIES/ PIECES IN EACH IS INDICATED IN
BRACKETS AFTER TITLE BELOW.

EGYPTIAN FIGURE PACKS 95p; N®.1501. "Pharxjahs Court" (60 asstd figs) - 1502. *nie Egyptian
Army" (62 infantry) - 1503. "The Egjcptian Cavalry" (88 figs/

pieces incl. Charoits). DIORAMA SETS at £3-25p. lr.1504. "The Sphinx" (91 figs/pieces)
1505. "Boats On The Nile" (67 figs/pieces incl. 2 boats) 1506. "The Pharoahs Ship" (88 figs/
pieces)

CQMH^G SOON I N°1507. "The Pharoahs Palace" - a complete model with 292 pieces/figs, approx £10.«
GREEK FIGURE PACKS 95p; N® 1508. "Greek Life In Acropolis" (66 assorted figs) - 1509. "The ^

Greek Army" (66 infantry figs) - 1510. "The Gre^ Cavalry" (54 figs/
pieces) - 1511. "The Trojan Army" (64 figs/pieces). DIORAMA SETS at £3-25p. 1512.The Ulysees
Legend" (95 figs/pieces) .-1515. "The Trojan Horse" (79 figs/pieces incl. Horse)
COMING SOON I 1514. "The Greek Warfleet". a complete model set with 326 f±i

:. QUANTITY OF FIGURES/ PIECES IN EACH IS INDICATED IN

deces. with 2

MINIATURE WARFARE LTD NOW PRESENTS



ID

*25mm Tradition wargame figures.

*35mm figures by Clive Knight.

*54nnm animated figures by Chas.
C. Stadden and other makers.

*54mm Tradition figures in kit
form.

*54mm diorama figures by Alan
Caton.

*80mm figures by Jeff Willis.

80mm figures by Alan Caton.

*90mm figures by Chas. C. Stadden.

*110mm figures by Ron Cameron.

*Painted figures in most scales.

Numerous reference books and

painting guides.

Paints and brushes.

Old Britains and other collector's

models.

Gifts and souvenirs of a military
nature.

Plus a selection of militaria and military prints.

* We are the sole makers of these figures and carry the
largest and most comprehensive selection to be found anywhere.

Nearest Underground and buses: Green Park and Hyde Park Corner.
Buses to Park Lane Hilton.

For those unable to visit us please add postage and packing
on all mail orders -10% in U.K., 20% Overseas.

OPEN: MONDAY TO FRIDAY 9-6. SATURDAY 9-4.

AND FOR THE COLLECTOR OF FINE MILITARY ANTIQUES, OUR NEW MILITARIA SHOP AT

10 WHITEHORSE STREET, W.1.
(adjoining Shepherd Street)

VIEWING BY APPOINTMENT ONLY

LATEST RELEASES - LARGE NEW RANGE OF 25mm FIGURES

AMERICAN TROOPS OF THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION 1776-1783

SEND S.A.E FOR DETAILS OR 30 PENCE FOR COMPLETE 25mm LIST

^ic"CD,dLiLlbioinL

5A & 5B SHEPHERD STREET ■ MAYFAIR ■ LONDON W1 ■ Tel: 01-493 7452

IDESLITH (Print & Design) LTD., 30 Queens Terrace, Southampton, England


